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·Se.niors As·ked Fur Donations 
Story on page 2 
-Phi E.K.- Ordere_d 
- . r 
Of/Campus 
letter restated the severity of 
being on probation as well as _the' 
When we arrive back at-college specific_iricident in question. 
in the fall, something -will be The third letter was sent in 
missing; That missing something December, and it initiated the 
will be the frat)Jrnity Phi Epsiiori · process of their removal. ~eria-
~aEpa, which will· no long~r be. las consulted with the heads of 
able to live in terrace 10 B with student affairs and a decision 
sele~tive hous.ing rights and was reached. On March 29, 1976,. 
Gre~k status. the fraternity was giv_en a letter 
Though . tllis comes as a by .their ·faculty , a~visor .:Phil 
hock to Phi Epsilon Kappa and Basler. This letter notified them · _ 
the college · c.ommunity as a of their -removal; while stating 
whole, the mechanics of this that they are still recognized. as a 
decision _have been in progress fraternal organization and allow-
By Tim Callaghan 
since last April. As a result of ed to meet on campus. : 
repeated dorm· damage, compla-.,_ Pertalas mentioned that ~he 
ints, and several - incidents in president of Delta Kappa had, on 
·violation of the ·judicial code, the several occasions, sat down with 
....., _______________ ...,. _____________________ ,._~coll~ge inform'ed the. fraternity him ·to revi"'w his fraternity's 
on April 14, 1975, that their progress. He felt that Phi 
organization had been put on Epsilon Kappa's effort had been 
probation. This probation stated minimal and lacked cooper:ation. 
that their conduct was· to be When asked about the fra--
stricHy watched'and that ·based ternity's dorm damage, Housing 
on their performance this year, -Director Don Runyon said t}lat 
their status as a Greek housing he saw__ "no visible sign · of 
unit would either' be renewed or improvement" in comparison 
rejected, the iattei' resulting in with last year. HP commented 
removal from campus. ta~t since January 1974, when 
_New York Fal1S-T~]a:ckson 
/ . 
. 
By~eter Ajelllian_ rieigho~~~:have siniila,r popu- into-ith€ pictiire~:. · .. 
\. · ~,latioris:. Carter. has won 6 of 8 It will end-up being between 
Senator IJenry Jackson won primari~ (~ew ~~pshire, Ver- - Carter·. a_nd ~mphr~Yf .~bile 
the · New. -.York .. primary:;,. µ~1~ ... m?~t~:~~~~.0 ~01~ .~~ Np~~ ; .. ~~~~: ~~~ ~µ~ :~~f<>.~ :~~~ -~~~ry 
Tuesday, - V(ith ::Moij.is:::U~t :.;: ;Ciir¢itia,:an~- ·.WisconSJ{).).~.,If. ·he·.· one.- of the Tast 22· prmlar1es, 
f\!}ishjng ,second, -~d:. Jo!:111er ~a~ place~ s~cond in .l'~e'r !or~,, Jackson and Ud!111 will CC?ncen- The first semester of this., the dorm was redone, it has been 
school.year ·saw the fraterni.ty'S subject to more abuse. . eotgia govemon.:JilXlipy: Cti,rterc . 1t ··Would: have ·'been'- a -virtual: ·- 'trate on the key states where 
. ~lacing ·thit'd> Of tlie · 27 4 dele':-::o victory fol' him since h,e not only they -. feel· they have:: the be~t _ 
gates elected Tuesday to repre· -was:::not allowed on -slates in· 12 · chance. The crux of the matter is 
· sent candidates at:.tiie·Democra- dism,cts, :but he had put a who wiUMD.the remaining beig · 
tic convention; jac'kson::ga.ined rela:ti'.ll~ly ~alhuno~nt of mcmey. states. since Cart(µ"... w}J! ID!)St 
the support of. 107 ~ Udall got' 69, and organization inl_o hi~ New .,. l~ely win · all _of· the · others. 
wliilEi ·Carter got 33. Sixty five Yrk. effort. Carter had ·to be - Jimmy Carter has got to be t~e. 
UricolllJ'njted ~e}egate··~didate~. _·.St?J)pe~ .if tn~l'~. Wl!S. t,o .~. any · favori.te:·~n~ the pr~~a~le le~der 
PRESIDENT, Dan Muscolino, , Will the campus be lack~ng. 
recieve three letters from Vice- something nPxt, year with the 
President of Student and Cam- fraternity's ~moval? Some 
pus Ajfairs, -Gus I:'e.rialas. These· students and adi:ninistrators feel 
letters. were in response to an lhal their removal will ind~ed 
incident in the Terrace cafeteria cause the c.rmpus to be lackmg 
and several times where Safety something. And that something 
won seats at· the convention,· of -,attle, and be was.: · · · ~ . [continued on page 8) had answered, complaints. Each Cont on page 16 
whoinfclose.to half are backing For· -Henry Jackso~. the -
senator Hubert Humphrey. ' Ne~ York results were about Jerry Ru~i'l:' At IC: 
· As alw~ys, the New York whatii~ had expected. He ran an 
piimary.· is 01-1e of the- most excellent campaign here as he ~T_J_ · . c t .1\. T , d YJT'J_ 9 
importaµt·primari~ofthe 197(1. ·put'over . .half a million·.doU..!U"s J... f Jl,_e.·. -· ··oun ... ·ry 1_ "¥ _~ee S Jl ne_.rapy .. 
presidential -race. Besides· the into it, far exceeding his o_ppon- _ . 
factors-involve4 incarrying such ents;· as-·well 11S good media. ' ..... . 
ari -influential state, a sizeable advertising. ;Jackson is a stub~ _ _ By Peter-Ajemian thaLmen need to have more considers himself a leftist, indi-
number of_delegates will go the born, ·determined worker, and it. vulnerability, Rubin argued that eating an interest in effecting 
Democratic Convention from this - - is evident that when lie.mounts a they compete, keep secrets and political ·and social_ change. 
state. The status ofthe primacy· · well-or~ed. _effort, with well A~tivist of the 1960's Jerry don'i support each other because He made it clear thatne was 
has ch~ged this· .J~ in tw:~ planned str!ltegy as he did in Rubin encouraged people. to "they're afraid of their feminine still fully behind political action 
respects;· · : , , · - Massachusetts as well --as here, -improve their self-a~ness ~nd. side." ' ·· and seemed to think the potential . -
· . Fi!'st it . -was· :J.iijd.,_ muc~ ~ that _he is a force .to be. reckoned· , inter-relationship~ -through h9n- The question/answer p~riod for the future was there. 
earlierthis_.year'th:~ it. has. been - -with. The question with Jackson~ esty last' night'before a :packed -. proved to be far more interestin·g In regards- to_ the '.presiden-
in ihe·past. Seeoµ.dly,)ts · qele- · ·is,· wtiether he . can -- start to Union - ~afe.t.e.ria; His, speei:h _ and relevant than the speech, as tial · election, Rubin predicted, 
gateµlectfoii'J?iocess was~radic~· · stimulate more v'oter ap_peai. for surprised ·j;he: large •crowd as. students asked . Rpbin many "Ow- last four Presidents have 
ally. ~tered·_th~:~ear •.. lf~e ,state him as .a-man, instead of having many )iiuv,(xpected him to t:alk political questions. Rubin at- made assholes of themselveiii,. 
election:.e~~ss~~?. ~eaded to hi&. only main:- ~trength be his about his r~volutiona~y·,activities i.empted to relate his lecture to and I have no doubt: that.the ne~t 
h?,ve the Clll!~tdate s-~es. on- ··extreme stands on issues, which which earned him fam~_jn the thefutur.e political atrriosphe.re in one will too." _ 
the ballots with·the'::deieptes alienate:-some voters.also. It is _'60's. . America;_ presenting his main When questioned later cor,-
. who were l'Unfting Tor .cohventio~ :~·significant thaJ; despite .~IS - . -~ubi~ di.~eussed· how he lost message that American had to cerning his plans, Ruh;n said t1'.is 
seats.·. : · · _ - . .- . . · . ~ .. - extreme devotion of energy to his. identity m ,1970 :µter the beco,ne · healthier.' emotionally · 1ecture was only the third he had 
,The.three major·:can_didates : ·, New' York; :he· could iiot come . movement died and hOW'he tried before they participated in any given recently and that he had no 
each had· a group of d~legates- close·' to:" a -landslide. as· he ·: to find himself through a variety political movement. The more specific ideas as to what he\\ ould 
(called a.· slate): pledged .¥) _'sup·· predicted.- . .. · of 'technique~; . He elaborated replies he gave, the mpre it be _doing in the future. 
port~~them .. in· most ~ .. the 39 . ·Morris · Udall ,suffered a · ~ostly o~ ·his-extensive involve- ·be~ameapparent th_lli he still 
congressionaldistri~ts~; . -~. _· - , .. ~vere-. setback• in ·1osing th(l ment.:witli"psychic 'therapy which · · '' , · 'l 1'' 
·n~t:---~,:ufir~~~:.~~:i:·~.~- ::~~~ill i~;~J::::r. ~:c1;~ .. ~rs d:=:~~t~:~t~;-· _, ;·~:-;?_,~,,',,;:ti~t.?,~.~.i.I,,.t.~.~.~.;.::r:::,·:.·s.: 
popul~-~~te,t~~i:esajtsdo~a.ye, ble.toovereonietlieimpllcatjons ·_and,reabst!cally; ·. :. ·< . · ··---· 
a.h~:VY.:~Pa~._on.~~~ fu,t~. !>f,,. ~f ~sing -the:·:~ne~te h~-.:~ad· . ._ H~ said th~ ·everythings-he 
-the~ace •. P.erbaps,_. most-iinP9~- v.:o~ed. ior. and .for the' inost, ·.bad said ·_r~gardmg-~uQJan psy-
. cl!lJly; ; :t~e ·.:· primarl: ,st<?Pi, ,t'1e. ·,. though.< he~ ·.got ,.i, respectable .- chology..;~applied, · po Ii ti tally. He · :. . 
mo~!'l~tµ~ . .o~ ~~y: C~u1;e;r: •. ~~ .. se.c9~d:·P.1~~e -s):io'wing_ .there, -~~ u~d . the:' ·exJmpl~~ of· --~ic~arn2:: 
sliows.tJieofotmer g~verµ<>r ca11··: d~~tely-*(~ed·awin. :- · .. - ~uc:on. w.~~ Rub1!1·.said -was:-~ 
nof · C(?~; on . .tli~ -~~dw~n ;_ .. _ :.Despite-his recent claim·tha( ' s~lf-destruetive, add,ng. that-. .had 
· effect w~cli. :~~ )~lped· ~~-·.so_, -. ~e. ~~-~rlpugn· '!Jio~e~; ,_Ji~. cer- . · N~on, :. ~on~. : ; o~· Jv -,admit~inf ·_-
far,."- .. ~.mg - J~~s.-,. ~ec<>,~: ]l(l()r .: tainly·,will"~-·nearly. -insur-. ev~rything: m Jns::eareer. l'!l.J?ton ~ 
sh9wing ·.in . .a _Jj_o'rt)J.~rn •. llr~i '·:: :ni~un~le ~.~ .. in --~Jie~ting '~ ~lll~; '.hav«(~ l>«!e'n ' '.'a '. spiritu!!l ·0 '. 
maustrial-.state, ;riii$es~Jli~_.a:u,· ·:fintucia11upport'with'nopiootor-.~teaeMJ'.:j• ·~ .. :-c_:. ·. ·: .• -...· ::.: _<:., 
cial;:qu~iif~ Carter;~-a O' 'stre~ir:=\Plearly\-~~y-/voters. :0 ·.> ·. ':R,11~t{ t~en:'. p~dde~. ~~ :· .. 
~~rura!,·N~h.etn'state?: .. _::_:., :5·:~~~~~'.s,ij~_eral~~f ~·relate ".~'~e-.. ~qw~::_.a·~'.very~: · :.;.~ ,,. · 
·s:; .~~ :b.a:~rJbe.;pivo.~.~e~syh .: . · 9n'~tn1(.fssues:\however·;.. Udall; . peJ'.SOllil 1te~·.a~~.his.~poterit; 1.' ~;1,,."'11!~1~ 
. vaniaj>~face:ofr:April ~ . must .. gaijl.~ ·iiJu.c1t more/support; >- iiexuaHhoughts,":oiice~:dtJscn'bing:·.:: 
': a~~~ aiid~~trdllll,:. im«l : ., :fiom·:tJ.i~'~e~ocra;. :'. -~~.iiiiiaequa~;{8'Iings.)n''.:#~.:~ ::·\. 
· -~ ·~!.~.'1:~f.:~t::~)~e ','!~~.:\· tic4'artft~cf'p~nt1y~~~\::-}69'tbt~~Y.h1k.:~1t~E! goyei"m!i~P.:t.:~. \~':. , :· ... 
· ·~t."'"for:.,(·tmn: .:to ,,,teliound: · entbused-.w;itli,-~::-,~ut·:1ns1;ead. ·::may·t·:ttiink'·. I'm: a• ~M-.~ · · ,. / a:·-.. ,., .. ···. • ,~··· , 
'~~Jt;oiit".ij~N,~~fYii{J~s.;: ,a,e· .. r;~~:,Olit<~.,,;:to~:~:·: ~-i·adic:al/~!'ibeydo~i1cqiow;li.~. \-:-s- :_.~·.,;. ' -- ·:; ·:. ~'. -.· ~1· e:'n.''. ,·
1
· ··~i·;:·i .•• -.
8 
.~· _ 
:.'e~Uif:~,,'tfle'c' .. ·:are,,:::1iberif7 ~7 ~~·'';c~B-h,ey- l.r~e-:size:'or.:my· coclt-."':.:5t.,uig: 1.' ' : ' ., ~, ~:; - -- - AUD ' 
-~·-)~~;:~:;?/:~;:~\;~:,:~;·'.~.:: . ,~: ;{ \/. :-·~:·.: · ·· .. ~,:~~: .<:<::~~~-·:::,. :~<,,:>t :.:. : ..... ' _: . . . ':;,.,:·-~·.:· -:· -.. ' . ', 1 ,•' 
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'I 
rI'ht,~ ,'\1fril1S. ~976 .. ·t~, ,· . _ . , ~ , _ 
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, Stiniors, Annual Givirig Look Trf Pho'ndtho·~$ ForS~pj,~rt . · 
. . . .. ' ·, - . \. ·.:·, . , . .' . ' .... 
- " 
By Mark Engstrom 
Both the Senior class and the Annual Giving 
Office are looking to phone-a-thons this Spring as a 
means of securing funds for their respective 
projects. A- recent phone-a-thon by the Senior 
class netted $2258 worth or pledges, and the 
Annual Giving Office is preparing for one in late 
April. 
,.·,, 
-., .,. . 
' ' 
The Annuai Giving is 'designed to provide 
JT1oney to be used for budget relief. It is not used -_ 
_ for any of the n~w construction on campus, but 
rather for utilities, salaries, and equipment; any 
area that needs additional funding. 
Director of Annual Giving Bud Glµ'rity has 
announced that 392 calls were m_ade to members of 
·the Senior class. This figure represents a_bout half 
of the class, and of this group 75 percent were_ 
_ willing to pledge money, and 25 percent refused. -
The average amount pledged was $10.45. -
The purpose of the Senior class·phone-a-thon is 
to raise enough money for an endowed scholarship 
fund. This fund would be availableto mem6ers of 
future senior classes who find they do not have the ·\ ' -
financial resources to complete their final year Qf 
college. While· it is doubtful that a complete 
scholarship could be provided, there should at least 
be enough money to negate -the impact of inflation 
on a student's tuition bill. -
Garrity noted that in order for the College to 
establish an endowed scholarship, a minimum fund 
of $5,000 is required. This is then placed iii a 
Volu-nteei"Brad Wbisher. 
- Cl.ass President S~aron Haas 
savings account and the scholarship will operate 
from the interest this money generates. 
' With only $2258 pledged to date the Senior 
class is far short of what is needed for~an endowed 
scholarship. There are two alternatives for raising 
. enough money to complete the fund. The first is 
that the money would be placed in the bank for as 
many years as it would take for the interest to build 
--it over $5000, and the other is for next year's 
Senior class to continue the project. 
It is traditional for each graduating class to 
make a 1gift of some sort to the school. Until 
__ recently, these gifts -tended to be of a physical 
nature and took the form of such things as 
scoreboards. Increased tuition bills in the past· 
couple years, however, hav~ caused the gifts .. to 
take on a monetary form. Last year's graduates 
pledged money to the Dana Fund , which will 
eventually establish endowed professorsh.ips on 
,campus. 
In addition to working with this year's 
s·eniors, Garrity is al~o busy with this year's 
Currently the opetating budget for the school 
is over .90 percent financed by-student tuition a11,d 
foe-money. The Annual Giving is what finances. 
most of the additional perce11tage. The more 
: money, that Aimual Giving can generate, the less_ · 
the· school V)'ill;have ta depelld_ ~~ studt?nt tuition 
money-. While it js }lot likely' th~t ~nnual Giving 
will ev~r cause tuition to be lowere·d; there is hope --
tuition might~be: stabilized with enough ·Annual 
Giving support. : 
.Last year;the Annual Giving office collected -
$356,00p fol' the College. This money was a result 
.of general solicitation mailings to alumni, parents, 
and other individuals (s~ch as the Friends of Ithaca 
College), phone-a-thons (mainly to alumni who had_ 
previously given to the school),and personal face to 
face visits to possible donors. 
. The phone-a-thon planned for the end of this 
month will be aimed at people wh_o donated money 
last year but haven't pledged yet ·r or this year. 
Garrity .said that phone--a-tho.ri tend to p~Q.ce an 
average of about $36,000 wo~h of pledges, \ 
: : ... An~u~I Giying drive. He is hopeful that the Senior 
phone:a-thoii will get the students in the habit of 
making donations to the school on a y·early 
b~is'throbgh·his office. u;:;=------
Photos by Bert Freund Voln-nteefBiU:G~aHtse'it 
, . ~ ; 
-
' . ,, .,, 
- Student Go_vernment Explains Roles o/Key Officers· 
- , .. ·.:, . ' ' ·.·. ·, .·. . 
Editor's Note: The following etc. Hopefully, knowledge of this' 
story was written by the Student type will facilitate the operation 
Government Office of Public of Student Activi'ties and /or be 
Relations and Communications. of use to individual students. 
Far from being an easy post,_ Bill Shayne as the Chairper-
being the Chairperson student son of Student Congress has 
Congress demands a person who been fulfilling th~se duties over 
combines confidence, _diplomacy, the past academic year. He has 
and intelligence in order to both -- shown !1 k~owledgable gr~p _?f 
keep the various fractions of the legislative pr1JCesses both !n 
Studertt Congress working co-. and. _out of -C~ngress, as _m 
operatively together and to carry ad~ition to ~er:v1.ng as the Chair, 
out the other duties of the Chair. ~e is also a Judicial Advocate a!'d 
Servin!f as Chairperson of Stud- l~ a - ~ember of the For~ns1cs 
dent Congress is probably one of de~a~mg te~m. Thou~h being a 
the most academically demand- pohtics m~Jor w~ul~ natural!y 
ing positions Qf the Student tend to act_i~ate ~1s interests_ 1!' 
Government, as Roberts Rules of camp~s poht1cs, Bill does pai1:1c1-
0rder and Parlimentaruy proce- p_ate m other campus organi_za-
duremust be totally committed t1~nsamong _these were rowmg 
~ to 111emory,' along with the with_ LC._ Crew a_nd _pre~ently 
specific r_ules and regulations serving as the Ed1tormCh1ef of 
. governing the I c Student _ theCayugeowhere he has dem-
.Body. 1 • • - onstr'at~d hf s ability in t~e field 
\ Everytuesday night she/he of Puhbcations by. makmg the 
advises StudentCongress on is- 19751976 yearbook what he 
su~s of procedure and generally terms "the most well~rganized 
maintains orde_r"in the ranks". y_ear~ook I.C. has .bad m a long 
The Chair also appoints - the time · 
·chairpersons of all the congres-
sional committees, and is a 
member o'f the Student Body 
executive Board. _ 
The Chairperson of Student 
Congress has - t!_ie additional 
resp'Onsibility to following the 
activities and issues of the other 
councils on campus anll to report· 
on these· l issues to", ·student 
'<' Congress in an effort to keep the 
Student Body informed on cam-
He hopes that in his capacity 
as Cha~rperson, he has served to·· 
speedup the bureaucratic pro-
cess~ and helped Student Con-
gress' ,to attain it's goals. His 
-major frustrations with the office 
have been the frequent delays 
that occur when working with 
Body like Student Congresslie 
feels that if the students were 
confronted with issues that mot: 
ivated them then this procrasti-
nation would cease. 
ive positions, and all the elected Julie is active in other 
offices, available to the Student organizations and dubs, serving 
Body. The ViceJ;>resident of P.R. on each with an enthusiasm that 
& Comm. shoul!l work closely is hard to µiatch. Among these 
with· the Chairperson of Student organizations or positions are: 
Congress to achieve these ends. President of the I.C. Chemistry 
Julie Stromsted, elected late Club, H&S representative .to 
in the year to fill a vacancy .community council, I.C. Womens 
created by the early graduation Advisory Board, and as - the 
of the V.P. of P.R.'& Comur.;ihad Presidents ,_Appointee to the 
been working on attaining the Provost.Search Comm. 
above goals and duties of the Offi She is somewhat of an 
" Public 
Relation·s 
ce. She· feels that her rnost - atypical polotitian in that her - -
important task as V.P. is to. interests are diversifiedincluding 
insure that the students and interests in Art; potterymaking, 
their needs and desires are not sin~g; hilting, camping, and 
overlooked by the administ'ration swimming. - She is presently a 
or ·9ther~members .of the I.C. 1978 Chemistry·major. 
community. Julie is very con-
cerned· with students rights and 
their - input on administrative 
policies _and curriculum; and is 
working to protect these. She -
feels that any studeµt interested 
in campus affairs should get 
involved and make his/her voice 
heard by talking to their student 
representatives -or by ·going· 
directly to administrative offi-
cers !hemselves. -
The Office of Public Relat-
ions and Communications is a 
busy one, as it handles - all 
student Government communi-
cations and -related affairs this' 
includes advertising for special 
piscount travel plan_~. news -rel-
·eases on student activities, ·esta-
blishing working relations bet-
ween the Administration and the 
student dBody, publicizing meet-
ings, elections, arranging public 
service seminars, and publicizing --
and/or promoting student ·organ-
izations and/or Student Govern-
ment activities. 
Th~ office should also be a 
- center for information and corns 
muni~atiq_n on both- intracampus,. · 
and -intercampus _ affairs. For· 
infercampus this JD.eans ·: the . 
mutual exc;hange of constructive'. 
information . with other colleges "\. 
on current . i$su~s or perhaps 
Health ·Cente·r 
Off er·s,Denta'I 
.Services 
Tlie Health Cente; has ac- ' 
quired the _ sci-vices of a local 
detiti_$t; for any students- in need i -
of dental attention. He will visit 
-the campus three days a week for . 
approximately an hour, begin- - ' 
ning at noon. , . 
~. Dr. Hammond, who directs - · , 
the Health Center, recommei:i,ds •. 
that students take advantage of 
-the campus dentist rather than 
- trying-to find one on. t,heir own. -
"If he (the dentist) isn't able to 
take care of the problem himself 
be will at' least be ·able to refer 
students to an ap~_spe-
cialist " -I . 
! -· 
. pus affairs ,and relevant issues. 
Theoretically, the -Chairperson _ · 
should be a veritable mind of 
_ informationis. she/he shou\d - - . 
know the procedures -of tlie · 
school,-the various offices of the·. 
Adijiinistration, the position of 
students in that. adrninistr.atu,n 
-bei~g able to obtain or offer.~. 
/'·: >,.,, "-: advice on how. to deal. with 
:, · unfamiliar. situations.For_ intra-
- •' The student health. service ' 
does'not include free dent,aJ Clare, -. . ' -
"' 
•, ·. -
campus this means majung infor-
Bilf-Sh mation on alrthe committees and 
- ,, .,; .... -·' : •' ayne - .__ councils, and all the.administrat-
' ' ( ' -'~ .... '·; I\ 
I,'"• 
,arui. ··any· -s_tud~t using · the: _- . . 
campus dentist will be cha_rged. _; : , · 
in~1·addition t.o-'. the- scheduled 
- - ho - :, - . ; . will be ,- ' 
JoJ~~--~~!.~~~:~~~---.--· ·--~~~Tu~~;~::;·_· 
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··. - :·. i JUNlaRI .. · ·>_·· ·:· ONLY_& 
: : .· ~ .. ·. .TH·E-~D:·' '·, - ' DAYS LEFT 
··- · · · ·, - - --- TO HAVE YOUR~- _ 
··•·· <{··. > :·.· lS· NEAR .· - YEARBOOK, 
PORTRAIT TAKEN 
/' 
. si_gn up nowm 
- ~ 
- . ...._ 
- In the Union 10:30 m· 2:30 D~ily 
' 
C ' 
. . 
... 
.· . 
'• 
Ii we're not there _come to t.he 
··old Phy~ical Plant office 
in the basemen.t of Rowland Hall 
. . 
· Mon 2•5 6:30~·9:30--
- - . 
-T~es 9:_~Q· -~ -2.5 · 
·Wed 9:30-1 2~s 
· -· -T"hurs 2~5 · · a:30 • 9:30 
- ·. 
Fri. 9:30·1 -2•5 
.. ··J. . . . . . - . ' -- .. 
- . 
Sat 9:30•1 ·2~5 
. -
ot. CALL X752: 
· ·. •·. · · Don't-forget y~roppurt'-nityto win a 
- _,,. - - - - . / 
FREE:BICYCLE. -
; - ' -\ ...... 
· · -.-.On. the. ~•v of -y~ur sitJing you wilJ··· 
·. · -_- ,r~ve·-.:ftllanber.wbich_makes·you-
- -_-,-· ~igibl(l·,.t(f \Vin a·:brand/new· 10 ss,,ecl bike. · 
.. . · .. · · , · --~ ~ ·:Dr•wi'"' to_:~ h.ad April 20th 
- . , ~ - "- . 
. - ~- -· -
. -· 
...... • I • • 
-· . 
' 
. · . 
~Iii?' 
' .. 
-'-t ;:.:v~n:,.·s«fnlorJ.earb.OOk~Wnt~o~t $3,.00 : This ~ntitles you to-
' :·- > ~-e·si;_tti.ng Wlih J:)hotograj,~Ics fofyuuf -s~nior-POJ'.1rait. -
· > :J , · . , :. f!~,i!-tlo,Se i11t--h~ve·JQ11r piciU~e:_taken -. ·. 
,,/: :(;;:}Ii::x,:,,.:E::-{/\,.,,;,;d1\,~ ; _; ...•. ' "·: .·.· : .·.. ~ ;,, --Feipayable at sittillg ,' -
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It's Time To 
Start Tal~ing 
/ 
~everal months hav~ .· now passed since 
President Whalen held an open meeting with the 
s~ildents of Ithaca College. The meetings came 11t a 
time when the 1976-77 budget· was.'in its final 
stages of
1
preparation before/going on the Board -0f 
Trustees for approval. During the course of the two 
meetings the President held,· the students 
expressed a great deal of frustration that they had 
not been rnnsulted with regard to any of the 
cutbacks in the proposed budget. It then became 
apparent that the time to discuss budget cutbacks 
was not 1fter they had been made, but as the 
decision making pro~ess is taking place. 
Shortly after the President's meetings had 
tak~n place an editorial appeared in this space 
askmg Dr. Whalen to.consider open meetings with 
students at various times throughout the', year. 
This would enable the administration to considerf 
student opinions with regard to which academic 
areas should be cutback or built upon. It was 
suggested that student input might expose the 
administration to some padded areas of the budget 
they may have overlooked, and that this would help 
to insure that the areas being cut back were truly 
the areas of greatest waste. 
Final exams are now less than a month- away 
and the President has yet to ask students for their 
opinions for next year's budgets. If no attempt to 
talk with students is made before the next budget 
is finalized there will only be more bitterness and 
alienation between· the students. and the adminis--
tration. It would be a shame for the events of this 
past February to repeat themselves next year·. The . 
ill feelings that now,exi~t between the student body 
and administration can only be erased by openness 
and a willingness to, listen on the part of those 
making the decisions. 
\ 
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'DO A Job' On Whalen·-·. 
To The Editors: 
Once again, I find it necess- were portions of administrative . · faculty members who had not 
ary to turn .to the typewriter to or te~ching nun's salaries' met with him to come by his 
take issue with the facts as returned to the college. , offi~e and discuss their futures. 
reported by P,aul Sterl). I want to The unattributed quote that These ar~ no~ actions portraying 
assure the Ithacan and its the "financial shape of the school a lack of appreciation. 
readers that my intent is-not to· got worse and worse by his · Finaijy, · I simply ·cannot 
continue. a "press duel" with (President Whalen's) efforts'' is , close without a conunent on the ' 
Paul. But I think it important about as f.ar from the truth' as quotes selected by Paul. I kriow 
that inaccuracies be corrected in possible. When. Dr. Whalen.' the- me~bers of· t~e· Newton . 
. print. To be silent is., to ·suggest arrived, · Newton · College w~ ·. 'faculty. extremely··weµ.: I 'slso 
that· erroneous statements sho- obtaining unsecured 'bank loaI)s· kn~~ that a- number ·or- them 
uld stand. to meet weekly payrolls. It was were sufficiently concerned with 
· ~ faul's story on President operat4tg with annual operating· · Paul'S.: line of .questioning to 
Whalen's. performance at New- deficits' and ,app~ximately' six contact me by phone and report 
ton College, there are several and one half · million dollars· of that t~ey feared he · might be 
direct and indirect quotes which debt. During his administration, delibera'tel:>: attempting to em-
might seem to be - accurate with the assistance of the Coll-· barress Jim Whalen. And of the < 
descriptions of what happened ege's first professioniµ Business · six individuals Paul' chose to 
there. They ,are not. - Manager and Treasurer, Newton quote directly, I would offer the . 
Paul reports that.John Ste- , ran withatlt an operating deficit · f?lloy.,_ing amplifying _informa · 
czynski, a member of the Newton and reduced its capital debt by . bon; Among them were a faculty 
art faculty suggested that "Nun's more than 1.5 million dollars. If ,member who had been dismissed 
'salaries would go' to the Order Newton had not been in better 18 morrth,s after Whalen's arrival 
which took what they needed and financial shape in 1974 than it at . Newton; a -faculty member 
returned the_ remainder to the was when he arrived, the consol- who had been denied the position 
college". This was never the idation (spanning two years) that of,Academic Dean; and a faculty 
case. was accomplished could never member who deeply resented the 
Prior to 1968, menibers-·o( have ~cured. Bankruptcy and fact that Whalen was the first 
the Society of the Sacred Heart abrupt 'closing would have taken male head of any Sacred Heart 
recieved , no salaries. They· were place instead. · School. 
-supported by the Order and the Other corrections are./war- I wonder where .9uotes from 
college and their work was ranted. The · two Presidel\ts the~ other twelve individuals· 
considered"contributed service: preceding Whalen were Nuns,. interviewed are. Perhaps some 
Before I>r. Whalen's arrival, the not "very religious- men". The of them were too critical to see 
Society decided to end .this idea that it was difficult for the light of day .. But -perhaps 
system of compensation .. After faculty to see Whalen because of some of 'them were too compli-
1968, all Nuns weJ'.e paid salaries "his many added administrators" ~entary of Jim Whalen to serve. 
comparable to those of lay is preposterous, as is the idea the slant of Paul Stern's story. 
faculty and staff. They were that he did~'t appreciate the And further, I wonder why 
permitted by the Order to keep a faculty. Jim Whalen wrote Paul did not bother to contact the 
very small portion of those hundreds of letters to· collegE!s head of the Society, who is 
salaries for living expenses and and universities in _the eastern located in '. Bosto!}; Newton's 
they-gave the' remainder tothe ltalf of the United States on Treasurer, who is in Boston: or 
Society. Following 1969, the behalf of Newton··Faculty mem- the college's last Dean, ·who is 
Society made few-- direct or be~s.;. He met personally and_ also· in Boston. 
indirect cash contributions to· repeatedly· with' any member of . · Is there a·cliance that Paul is 
Newton· College. Large sums of the faculty who wished to see intent to "do ~ job"· on-•· Jim 
money had been loaned to the him. -He convinced the adminis- Whalen? That was the percep-
college before i969 and in 1~73 tration of Boston College to make tion of a source directly quoted in 
the S~iety forgii.ve'approx1ma- available teaching fellowships to ''Paul's story,-and aftereading the 
tely $200,000 in loans and treated a dozen senior faculty members story, I wonder if he was right! 
t~t ·<f-E:bt' -forgive~~ as:- -& .: who ;were having duficulty findc 
contribution to, the college's- ing employment because of their 
Capital Campaign. ~t no time age_ and sell:iority. He urged 
\ 
Walter Borton 
Assistant to the President 
-~A Senscitional, Slanted Picture_ 
Dear Editors: slanted picture. . 
I would make· a couple of 
I read Paul ~tern's·story on suggestions to students who 
N_ewton College rith a sense of ' want to' be investigativ_e jQUrnal- ' 
disappointment - but not 1 sur- ists. First, they ouglit to talk to 
~rise. The Ithacan has had a everyone concerned, rather than 
rather unfortunate tradition of _ one group. .The faculty at 
loose investigative reporting for Newton College was obviously 
the .past several years: As the directly affected by the Presi-
Chairman , of the Presidential dent, but was, not directly 
Search Committee last year, I jrlvolved in the merger negotia-
was part of a team that visited tiQnS. In fact, the· faculty was 
Newton College to interview probably the least informed 
faculty, students, staff members, group that Mr. Stern could have 
trust~es,_ and former \employees consulted • to assess opinion on 
to assess their reac{ii,ns to how President Whalen had han-
President James Whalen. · Like died the merger. . - · 
Mr. Stern, we talked to a My second suggesti,;,n -to 
number of people who had lived · would-be reporters is that they 
through the trauma of having present ~I of the opinions they 
their college merged with- Boston encounter, and try to back them 
College. Like Mr. Stern, we up with facts, so that the readers 
returned to _Ithaca College and can judge , the. sesillts of the . 
r~ported the results · of ·Qur research. For a reporter to claim ' 
investigations. Unfortunately, to - have' interviewed,, eighteen 
all similarities end there. people, and then 'partially cite 
Unlike Mr .. Stern. w~ re- onlr" six, is hardly ii. balanced or~-
ported everything that we comprehensive presentation. 
learned. We did not,,..present Our search committee team 
partial· responses from only a found a much different pict.,ure of 
few of the people that we talked the reactions to--Presiderit Wha-
with. V{e _attempted tp obtain 'a Jen . · at a time that should' have· 
complete picture of the man and made it much .more ijiffieult for 
the job he had.done, rather than faculty members to be obJe~tiVJl . 
presenting a . more slmsational, about the man, The coss~lida-
·---
tion had been announced,' and 
while some faculty members had 
been p~aced in new positions, 
many still ha,rl no~. Yet, they 
were unapimous in their support 
of the President's efforts to treat 
them 'fairly and to help them find· 
new jobs. This sentiment has 
been echoed by administrative 
subordinates at Newton College, -
and by Whalen's superiors at 
other institutions. 
I don't wish to debate the 
NEwton College issue, but rath-
er to point out ·that our commit-
tee, which. was much more· 
interested in obtaining as com-
. plete and objective a report , as -
possible for the good_of Ithaca 
College, came back 'from Newton · 
with a much more different 
picture than that presented by 
Mr. Stern.· I ani ·much more 
~on!ident of our investigative 
efforts· than I am about those of 
the Ithacan. · 
I 
' . ) :' 
Sincerely, .. 
Frank S. Falcone 
Associate. Profes~r of Jlistory 
. - - Administrative Intern . 
) . 
.~sident'sl)ffice 
\ Peter Memian,Robyn Carter, .. 
Jack Cuffari,Mary Currier, 
Ginger Flook.Georg~ Goodman, 
Steve Harf,Paul Koch.Bob Marx,' 
John Murphy ,Betsy R.Pritchett, 
Howard Roark,Cin(,ly ScJ)wartz, _ 
Parry~n searle,Rich Young.Vann 
Weller. 
-RespondinQTo 'AdministrOtion 
- / ' ' ~ , . ;_:_ 
that.at Newton she was'.'nervous or maybe you didn't know the_ Dear Walter~ [and-Frank, who· 
was' there, too]'... . ~ about the·,_h~na~men:-._ . , _ . other-was writing~ letter; don~t· -,. ' 
THE ITHACAN IS PUBLISHED WEEKLY DURING OPINION OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD AND NOT TheFe \V8$ -one q' ~Ote aiven 
THE SC.HOOL YEAR EXCEPT THE WEEKS NECESSARILY·THOSEOFTHE STUDENT BODY \,c.-
.BEFORE VACATIONS, AND FINALS·_ WEEK. OR OF ITHAC" COLLEGE. SUBSCRIPTION: SIO to me_ by .. a former. facwty at 
OFFICES. ARE IN BASEMENT, DORM SIX, '(EARL'#'. S5. 'PER SEMESTER. sl!COJ,lO CLASS Newton College which-I detid d 
I.ANDO~- H"~-ON_ :!"!E .~c C~MP_U_s. !'_H,(!N_E :r.C?,S!At;;.IJ'..~~~ !;!,EE~.~~I.D AT ITI_-IAC~. NEW not. ~ . . , < • ~ 
. te0'7, · 21+~--· £b1ToR1 ... u·· 11eFt.e:cT- THe·':'voRK:--i~.-·,. ·~-': ·, .. · ... ,.- - -_.,...- -· ---- c··_ :!'~ prmt .. This, woman. _s;ud 
. - .-._, - . . 
,,,,,'" 
· -I fol;ll:ld lt strang that two of yoti people talk'to each other. ·. -
ihe "assistants" to .the-president · -And there .can be· no quest 
found i~ neces~ to ~espo~cl to . tion th.at neither of y~u take:vefi. · 
-my art1cle. __ Perhaps you don'ti- . -Cont on~e 5. .- · ·::·· 
.. trusf\vhtit;tiie"otlter'11lis'fo'; s~;,.,.,::-,:.-·•, 1,;e-,::-:1:~,--~~'._,-,,, ~ - · ;.: - _!:; --
• • Q,1 J ,. •. I • • ' • '"";. • ' ~, 
\' 
( 
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.vou~ Space .. ·:.~ .. J ' ..:Response 
· · Cont. from page 4 
More. Commun-·,ca t'1on ·good-notes. Either that or ypu, the_most salient points of every particularly Mr. Borton, who argument and, in his interpreta-
supplied us _with so much infor- tion, to use the best quotes to 
Nee. .de d mation concerning the college's capsule that opinion. That I did. $24 million budget, can not c~unt Further-, although 18 persons ' · to ten. There were seven, not were contacted, some choose to 
To the IC Community th. . k . h . . six, people quoted in the article. say little or nothing. IS_t11~1e, o~e ~ee pr1?r to .ousmg placing, lea~es I would like to make a couple What was published in The 
: -As o~l.ast spring Phi Epsilon Kappa fraternity 
w,as placed on p~bat!on due to violation of housing 
regul3:tions! ·, At this. time· ad,!ninisttaiive warning 
~ was _gJ.v~n to PEK concerning a possible· removal 
· ·· from campus. Two letters of warning were issued 
to P;E~ last fall concerning ,their behavior which 
inclu~es pledgilig activities. · Since that time, to our 
knowledge, PEK's behavior has __ improved im-
mensely and all of the. actions which placed PEK oil 
probation have ei~her greatly diminished or ended. 
No major incident has· occurred to p~mpt this 
P~K litt.1~ time to act m t~en- defense. In making_ of suggestions to "wouldbe ad- Ithacan two weeks ago were the 
th.is decision, the appropnate chann~ls were n()t ministrators". Initially, they _ opinions of the performance 9f 
followed. I.F-C. ~d ,PJPK were no_t _mformed nor ought to rea<Ythe article they Jim Whalen at Newton College 
cons~fted conce!rung-this final de~ISion: . We feel don't like. No where, Mr. Fal- by very randomly selected -
that m the m~ng of such a drastic decision these cone does it focus on "how names from an old newton 
people should haye been consulted. '. c II t I It surely would Both PEK ·and I.F,C: have t . d t talk th' President Whalen had handled o ege ca a og. . 
. . rie o . is the merger:: Hopefully Ithaca not have 'been random had I 
m~tter ~v~r with President. Whalen. At the time of College will never know how well sought out the individuals Mr. 
th1S wntmg we have been unable to · get an h 'd th' Borton recommended. 
app?intn:ien~ to. see him. WE:_ feel that good e c~Y :eco:d suggestion is that I was not attempting to give a 
c~mmumcation is t~e· only wa~ to c~me. to ~ome authors of such letters should not factual accounting of what hap- -
administrative decision. · · ' , . kind of understandmg concerning this situ~tio1_1. make the same mistakes they are pened at Newton College; -
1.F.C. feels very strongly that such communication ·t· 1 'f M B rt n's t te instead I offered to the faculty at A letter dated March 8th was received March 
28th, by PEK giving them notice that a decision 
~ad been made to renovate Terrace lOB and change 
it_ into a co-educational dorm. , This notification, at 
'"h p ·d t Whal · en ica o . r, o o s a - _ 
Wl• resi en en is necessary. ment "The idea that it was Ithaca a chance to'see what their 
diificult for faculty to see Whalen predecessors thought about Jim 
Inter-fraternity Council because of 'his many added Whalen· 
administrators' is preposterous, In his inaugural address Jim 
as is the idea that he didn't Whalen refered to the faculty as 
appreciate the fa!!ulty",. is Mr. the most important segment ·of 
Borton's opinion Obviously it the college community (Note: 
differs from the opinion of many That is not an exact quote). 
other contacted facult Mr. Bor- Therefore he must value the 
ton should be careful, therefore, opinions of the faculty. I seriou-
not to try and pass'this off as sly doubt, that I managed to 
fact. That creates a particular randomly select the 18 people 
slant to his statement, something who most disiike Jim Whalen at 
I am sure he would not want to Newton College. (A college stat-
do. - istics professor here tells me that 
Yearbook Charges Questioned 
To The Editors: 
Seniors, you mity have been 
puzzled or shocked when' you 
went to pick up your -yearbook 
2. Thursday, March 26th, 
an ad in the Ithacan stated that 
seniors "must" initial for t_heir 
yearbooks ~ adv:ance if they 
wanted a yearbook. No mention 
was made in the third page ad 
, this week aJ!d found . out that 
there was a $1.50 charge (or· not 
initialing in advance (or the 
yearbook. Either you payed the 
money or were refused a year-
book. I was refused a yearbook. 
Here are the facts as I see them 
and some of the questioqs I feel 
should be raised.$ 
, that a fine would be levied- on 
those seniors failing to put down 
their initials. The major portion 
of the full page ad was addressed 
to juniors for yearbook pictures. 
- 3. The above mentioned ad 
and the similar one that followed 
4. The day .before the April 
2 deadline for initialing for 
yearbooks; a second ad was 
placed on the back page of the' 
April Fool's Edition of the 
Ithacan. This time the stipula-
tion was made· in the ad that a 
$1.50 charge would be made for 
seniors who did not initial for 
their yearbooks in advance and 
that no exceptions would be 
made. 
Lastly, I was appalled by the in a perfectly random selection 
final comments of Mr:-Borton. the chance· of that would be 
He had told us that he is an · considerably less than 1 in a . 
award winning journalist; not million billion). If my findings are 
just a former journalist but an disturbin-g to you, imagine how 
award winning journalist. He the faculty must feel. 
it in the April first edition of the · Question · Is it fair to give 
Ithacan was the only means only 1 days notice that a fine will 
then should understand that Until next time, gentlemen .. 
1. • Yearbooks were to be which the yearbook c.ommunica- be imposed for those seniors who 
free for: all senior~ and under- . ted its demand for the new did n~t initial for their yearbooks 
classmen would be charged for initialing procedure to 'the stu- in advance? . 
yelll'books as of the Fall of 1975. -:- de~ts. Cont. on page 6 
when a number of people are 
contacted for information not all 
·or them necessarily get their 
words in quotes. A reporter her 
as his responsibility, to chose 
Paul Stern 
Business, '76 
··Elections for S.A.B. 
committee c:hairmen will .,.held 
.at the full S.A.B. members_'-meetlng 
at 6:15pmon-Sunday, April 11th, 1976 
, in the Croesroads & Buffer Lounge 
Nominations in writing 
are;.due the night .of the election 
I 
Speakers Pub.licit.y 
·' WACY Vide@ 
I 
Films· Rec re a ti@Jm 
- ', 
·' 
AppliCations-:(or ch8.irmanships of the Bureau ol Concerts 
,. · ·· are·n~~ aVajlable iUthe Offic~ Of CampUS Activities. 
, 
• 
,/ . ~ . ~., :, ,. . 
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ITAIJAN SUMMER PROGRAM-Ithaca College. 
will conduct its second swmoor program in the 
. Umbrian city of Perugia to provide students"·· an 
authentic ambiance in which to study the Italian 
Language, History, Fine ¾ts and Latin. Perugia's '-
delightful setting is located just two hours· from · · 
Rome and two hours from Florence .. Beaches on 
- the Adriatic are within.easy ms.s. Perugia is rich 
in Prehistoric, Etruscan, Roman -and Medieval 
museums, and in Umbrian and 'Tuscan art. The · 
town itsPlf is medieval in-character. 
The program will run froJ!l July 1 - August 12, 
1976. The cost of $1,375 includes roundtrip air 
transportation, tuition for 9f.credits, ·s udent 
accommodations, 3 meals a day and weekend 
excursions. Interested students are requested to 
obtain additional .infonnation from the Office ·of 
Foreign Study (muller 218) as ·soon as pos.5ible, 
since the deadline for subnutting applications is 
May 1. ·-
. Professor Ellen Dubois, SUNY at Buffalo, 
History-Women's Studies Dept., will be here on 
April 1, 1976 in '1'101 at-8:00 p.m: and wilJ...be 
speaking on "Capitalism, Patriarchy and 19th 
Century Feminism". · Sponsored by the Politics 
. Department. · · 
Professor Judith Stacey, Brandeis_ Yniversity, -
will be here on April 12, 1976 in TJ.01 at 8:00 p.m. · 
The topic of the lecture is '.'The Chinese Family 
REvolution". Sponsored by lhe Politics Depart-
ment. 
OPENINGS FOR VOLUNIEERS 
. -
PLANNID PAREN11100DNEEDS: A volunteer .. · 
artist or calligrapher to plan and execute pooters. -
Tunes and day can be at · the volunteer's. 
convenience, and ~~ be provided_. 
. • . ! . . 
YOUIH BUREAU NEEDS: Volunteers to work 
with small boys in the One-To-One .pr&schoot' 
program. at any time ®-weekdays; and a volunteer· , 
who speaks some ·Spanish to work with a -
Spanish-speaking pre-school child who is trying to 
learn English, also ani:weekd.iy, daytuoo. . · , 
- .,. . - _., . .,. 
BOCES NHDS: A volunteer to work with a 4-H 
group composed of retarded young iren, -llged 11 to 
21. Projects could be·of the volll:llteer's choosing, 
and times would be late afternoon of a weekday to 
· be arranged. · 
PRE-SCHOOL VISION SCREENiNG PROGRAM 
MEJS: Volunteers to be trained to test the vision 
of children in area nursery schools and, day care 
homes. Tunes and days for both training .and_ 
testing will be an-anged to sui~ the volunteer. 
There are always ma,ny calls- for help 
throughout the city and county. If. you can help 
with these or any, please call the Volwitary Action 
Center, 272-9411, Monday thru Saturday from 9 am 
to 1 pm, or call LC. Conununity Service, 274-3311, 
from 9 am to·t pm on Wednesday, or 12 to 3 pm on 
Tuesday and Thursday. -
... --~~-·-... : ... :·· ,, ... ~ . 
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"Very successfult" says Au~y Cooper 
.concerning the Greater Ithaca Activities 'Center 
. {G.LA.C.).Ioeated on N. Albff,ri;y-St. The Center-. 
provide,s its service~ and activities fo}'. approxi-
mately 300. childre_n. teens, and adults. weekly!, Ms. 
Cooper~ the administrative' aid' at the t:enter-. .: . . ·:: 
If you-enjoy 81\Ything frorn-.i:nodern "dance. to· _ .. ·~1• 
hosing, the activities center is · the place to· go. · .: 
Th~re are -programs· open 'in a wide varieW of 
areas, both recreational and . educational, for · . _ 
anyone age 3 to 3()_.: "Our goal-is to _encour!).ge the' 
development of individuals thr(!ugh activities anµ . 
experiences whi~h would·othe,rwise be unavailable 
to people in.the community," stl!tes Dennis Byron; 
Executive Director at the ·center. · ·· 
_ Some of the programs open to students _are-
dance. karate, box!Jlg, and-a series of workshops 
concernQ_Jg legal.rights, careers, and child abu"se_. 
Daily office hours at the center are from 9:00 a;l)'l_. -.. 
5:00 p.m. and also from 7:00 p'.m. - 10:00 p.m. _ 
· Monday··through Thursday. . . 
The G_.I.A.C .. originated in the late 1960's ·as 
. ,., ": 
, , -· Photo-by:. Richard·Mors~· 
, Th·e G:tA~C~ ·· · · : -. 
the Northside Community, Center i~ a .smaller fu-ret~rn. the ce~t~r pri>vid,ed the· gorup with a· 
office: It has 'since taken the place of the "Old place to stage .the play and transportation·\()- arid_ 
Central School" on'.N. Albany St. ip 1972 because of from the center for rehearsal~. In_ March; a group' 
the need for more - space and a more central of Cornell students, oig_nn~d by two_ fraternities 
location .. Since th.en it has ·grow·? and become--a an(\ a sorority, rais!3~ ·money. by' piling as many 
more integral part of the comi:numtl_'.. '. . people as they could on a single'mattress, breaking' 
-Ms. Cooper -however, feels thmgs could be the Guiness Book of 'World record. 
better. One maj~; concern atthe ce~ter is the n~e?, ~- There ·ar~ many things (£1,A.C. wants ~ do 
for volunteers. We can always use the people, but they lack adequate-funds. Plan for· a "Media 
says Ms. Co_oper .. Vol!,l_n~eer~ ~~ needed to plan· · Access Center" are _underway. 'nte center~ would 
and superv!se different ~ctivi~ies ,0 r take_ t~e make audio-visual equipment available for-the 
younger_ ~hildren on ~utmgs . and- field -~!.!~5 • _ - chil~reit to use . independently, with speakers.· 
Fund-r3.1Smg groups also need to be ,organ~ed. exhibits, adult educati9n courses and film pro:~ . 
Stud~:11Js from Ithaca College can earn ci:edits_ by gran;is~beingplanned to take place iri th.e center. A 
~orkmg !or the cente~ through CIIS,, or Smlply ~o 'Real Snack Program'\ inv6lving vending machines 
it fo~ enJ_oyment ... This summer G.I .. A:C. cam~ 18:.:: which woufd provide the children with a nutritious -
offering mt~rnship fo:1: student!1, W_hile w~rking · snack after school, is also being considered. , ·· 
wfth the childre!l the stud~I!~ ":"I.bf: re_qwred ~o , . As a result of their,p~t and-_present-suce!iss, · : 
plan_ ~ro~mnung ?f -~ctmties. and do worlt m · G.I.A.C. has high expectations for the future. 'For -
adm1mstrative areas. Any~D,e mterested should anyone -who is interested in getting inv~l~ed, a. 
call Audrey -~pe~ .or ~.e_m,tl;S Byron .at 272-3~~- ... yolunteer wor~shop is'. b~iµg ·b1_M Saturday, April · 
/ Mo~ey-r3.lS!ng pFo~ects at·G.I.A.C. have been· to,· from - 10:00-1:00. 'l'bere will .be: various ·-
very aucce~sful lJl th~ P~· I~ ~h, ~~A, a presentations -and gu!:'st
0 
l~~es. Coffee· and 
theatre . group at. Ithaca Co_llege,. put_ .Qn '"!}te donuts· will be served. _ . · . 
Dutchmari" as a benefit pedormance for G.I.A.C. · 
: ... :Yearbo0kChargesQu~StiOA8d:· 
Cont. from -page 5 · ·-
- . . 
· Q ... -~s .~t.fair to expect every If Y:ou paid the $1.50 fine ~~-: }ay night~ Ap~ .13th~ .~here we _ 
· seniots:mchidirig fllll time teach- would-like your _money back... ~~ get thIS po_licy clianged( ret~ 
· ing assistants,_ off-ciunpus stu- You,can:·· .. ·\ actively, and for future classes. 
"dents; and senior P.T.'s to have- - 1. Continue to eomplain to 
_seen the ad in the Ithacan and to the ;1earbook and get mad. 
· have ~ad the oppo~unity to giye and/or _ ,. 
their initials at the times di?sig- . 2. Come t~-= the . student 
nated in the ad, It stated no - government meetmg this Tues-
Signed, 
· ~ seniors without a yearbook 
-~~ce~.i~~~- ~~ fiili to put_'.!m;-~t ~ --,o~._§. r B-~-;J/o~-~~--o ?f!!:~_--, 
minute conditions on the distri- ~ ~ · 'f61£(}:f,"t,?Jt -~ ~~~~iJF[~i~ ~. · -i 1_- ~' ~&fe./_ '.~4 -
HAVE. THE RIGHT TO IM- ~ ._, c/ij/( V 
POSE MONETARY FINES ON ·j_ 
HIS CLASSMATES WITH RE- ~. ~ 
-GARD .TO .POLICIES SET BY - ~ . . j 
THE ... STAFF OF THE CAYU- .;;-
~GA~ .. {Student govE;rninent had 0 
no say in ~h·e d1:_cisign a_t all) ·· rn - 1 
--: If you feel the- sen10rs w_ere ~ - ., _ 
-,ii811'miEllll='l::ll'llll:.llallllllllil:llilllill!lllZIIIIIIIIIIIIIII_BI_________ ~ 1 ] 
g · treated unfairly· 1 , ';0 
·Dl·SCO OLDIE·s NIGHT· 
at the Unicorn -*-~ 
.sponsored b_Y· _ 
east tower dorm·coun·cil 
WednesOaY:APril 14: 
¥~d!i::;~:~~e-lf 
to-easftow.er residents 
· s1.o,ffor-others-~----
lifflitectf.re.e·,_b.e·er···~:-,. -:·· 
.) ' - . " . . ' 
If you are a; senior and would ,, 
like a free yearbook but ~ere · LL t,{ 
refused one, · 'I/Iii ::=:.:::------~---~~~~~~==;;::=~ -. 
. Tellnis balls be{~g-W'in,J;blo'!J;n} 0: 
• : · .• "'1 ...•.. -...,··! . " - ·-
-
' .. 
. \. 
· . . ™ ·ltldi:aii~pM~.11976~ p~I, ftfT 
i'~ f1...it:. .._.._,.. ... _....,...,_s J&\Ji&.""1!:.IT..M~~.::acza,e...q,......_.,...,._~s..~.-.IJZ..U.JX" s. ~ R.>,C'.:S ~._ ij 
Wl()B PlaUs M8ratboit 
, ,· .. . . ·.,, , . . . ,, .· .. r -:,, , , ..... : ... 
Siu,l,ent <;ongl"ess Sets,(W,~ction 
Dates;ExecUtive· P(J~itio~;:at Sttlke to-Benefit Easter-8e3Is· - ' . -; . .. !., ;_ 
By Jt>n Choate 
This weekend, the Easter on· April 10th. Musi~ will be 
. Seals Society of Central N. y. and provided by the'i>and '. "Trutli" Arrangemenis for the· upcom-
WICB Radio will be conducting a from 9 pm to 1_ am, and popular ing student elections were ten-
: 50-hour Radio Marathon · in dis'co music will be introdueed by tatively passed at Tuesday's 
' conjunction with a 12-hour Disc- .. --WICB air p~rs'onality 'Frank Student Congress rbeeting. The 
o-thon to be held at· Ithaca's -_C.arpano. Pledge . forms for plans call for the' elections to be 
Court: 
$50 per party 
1 candidate- $20 each 
2 candidates- $25 each 
3 candidates· $29 each 
4 candidates- $33 each 
5 candidates: $36 each 
7 candidates· S42 each 
8 candidates· S44 each 
9,candidates· $46 each 
10 candidates- $48 each 
11 candidates- $49 each 
Vice Pre~ident for Campus 
and Student Affairs Gus Perialas 
not.e.d the irregularity of such a 
proposal, indicating, "We do not 
give money to subsidize candi-
dates from student tuition dol-
lars." Rick Otis, student body 
president, added· that "putting 
forth information on the position 
is incumbent on the student 
government." 
Ramada Inn .. · The event-,wilJ be~ ·c~uples w{shing to enter the h~ld on Tuesday, April 27. 
simulcast over 9~ WICB:vr;f and Disc-o-thon : are available at ' Officially schedulea for the 
WICB-AM 6·1. . McDonald's; May,er's Smoke third Tuesday of each .A.pril, the 
WICB's Dave Alworth and _ Shop, Willard Straight Hall, elections were moved back a 
Patricia Higgins will be hosting Egb~rt Union, .and the WICB week this· year due to the 
the Marathon~ beginning ~t 4 pm studios in South Hill Broadcast Passover and Easter holidays. , 
on Friday, April 9th and contin- Center. Hourly prizes, including Procedures for the elections, 
uing until ~ pm April 11. Guest a television, ~ montttly pass -to which were proposed in the form 
hosts will include prominent Cornell Theatres, and tickets to-a of a_n amend~ent by Congress 
members of the Ithaca com.mun- Yankee game will be awar:ded to Chau-person Bill ~hayne,_can not 
ity as ;well as many of the WICB dance participants. General , be - ma~e offi~1al until next 
personalities. In addition, there admission to 'the public is $1.00. .Tuesdays meetmg, as members 
will be remote broadcast·sites on Money· raised from both the mu~t hav! at least ?ne week's 
the Ithaca Commons, at Cornell;s- Disc-o-!,hon and the Marathon notice pnor to votmg. on. an 
Willard Straight Hall, and Ithaca _will go _to Easter Seals summer amendment to the Constitut1on. 
College's Egbert Union. Pledges camp programs for handicapped 
may be made at these locations. children, and to rehabilitatiQn 
Entertainment includes a wide progr~ms for both children and 
selection of popular music, talk, ad_ults_ witb speech. defects and 
interviews, comedy, and partici- cripplmg handicaps. 
pation by several national cele-. The WICB/Easter Sea).s 50-
brities, such as Florence Hen- , hour Marathon and· · 12~hour 
de_rson, Helen Reddy, and Hu~ Disc-o-thon starts tomorrow 
bert Humphrey. ~ (Friday) at 4 pm. WICB Radio 
Ithaca's Ramada Inn will be and Easter Seals both hope that 
the site of the Disc-o-thori · Central N.Y. listeners will parti-
beginning at 9 pm on Friday, eipate and make a co~tribution to 
April 9th and concluding at 9 am.· the Easter Seals Society. 
-. 
/ 
RO.CK T•5"1RTS 
. Almost 150 different designs to select from. 
Silkscreen printed on 100½ cotton shirts which 
come in assorted colors. Designs from Aerosmith to 
· Fran~ Zappa witb dozens in betv,een. These tshirts 
come in small, medium, and large sizes. Normal. 
$4.00 retail sellers, yours for only $8.00 each 
postpaid. · Four shirts for only $11.00 postpaid. 
' 
, . Se-qd -25 cents for ,complete illustrated catalog. 
,/ 
" COSMIC RAINBOW 
216 W. JACKSON BL VJ). -
SUl~E 612, DES~ C-18 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60606 
. Jea:ne -,Dixot'.I iewelry 
is' in ·your future·, 
I , ' ~ ' • • • •, ~ • ' 
Mrs. Di:,s.on,:h'as created her own personal line 
of 'Forecaster' tewelry for Hattie Carnegie. 
Rtngs, bracelets and pendants are beautifully 
packaged,. feature a-n· Individual-,-
.· chara~teristic,1odi~c·s.ign ·dot1e In :a mystic 
,. mar111ei" ... ·backg_i'ound changes colors to·sult _ 
your Blood._ lndividt!~ horoscope forecast by 
Mrs: Dixon in an1attach~~ _booklet. 7 .$0 aa. 
·,j •.. 
.. I 
._ .. , .... ·,.1 
.,; ,' 
·Spending Limits . -
SAB: 
$40 per party 
1 candidate- $20 each 
2 candidates· $32 each 
Senior Class: 
$40 per party 
1 candidates· $20 each 
2 candidates· $32 each 
Other criticisms of the sub-
sidy included a questioning of the . 
validity of the candidacy of 
recipients of 'aid.' Fear was 
expressed that many 'joke' can-
didates ·would arise. 
Included in Sh'ayne's propo-
sal were various spending limits 
for candidates. The proposal is 
outlined below: 
Student Trustee: 
$20 per candidate 
Student repres~ntative to 
the Board of Trustees Sam 
Shmikler ;, whose position is not 
opening this year, .agreed to 
highlight the traits of his position 
to the candidates and the student 
body in general. The outgoing 
trustee is Walter Leiding. · 
The time of campaigning has 
Shayne also proposed that been set _from 6 pm on Sunday, 
$10 be given each candidate for April 18 to Monday, April 25 at 
Student Trustee to 'assist in 10 pm. Candidates are to submit 
explaining the purpose and du- all receipts for campaign mater.-
ties of the 'position to the student ials and are not to destroy thos~ 
body. This motion was struck· materials belonging to a competi-
from the proposal by a voice vote _tor. The· latter action subjects 
Executive Board: 
$50 per party for individuals 
1 candidate- $2() each 
2 candidates- $30 each 
3 candidates- $30 each 
4 candidates- S45 each following brisk discussion. Cont. on page 1,9 
I 
"' 
A few summer weeks 
,,.- at Hofstra · _ 
can make things a lot-heller 
-- in the fall. . . - · 
Hofstra,Jhis summer, is an exciting educational community that has something 
useful for everybody". No matter who you are. Or what you do. . 
. If you're a high school junior. it"s a chance to preview wha't college work 
1s a_ll about. , 
If you're a high school senior entering college next fall, it's a chance to make 
your freshman year easier. - , 
. If you're an undergraduate student, it's a chance to complete what you started 
last winter or get ahead of what you'll be doing next fall. 
If you're a gradu9-t~ student, it"s a chance to complete your degree faster 
And 1~ you're not a student. it"s a chance to enrich your self-growth. . 
. . ,:he two Summer ~ess!ons offer ?ver 400 cpur~es, special workshops and 
institutes in every academic area. Including the summer programs in 
France, lt~l~. lsr~el, England,}pain ________ _ 
and the Caribbean. And you can 1 , · 1;-l 
ta~e courses for credit or non-credit. I Mr Henry Walker ~ I D . 1 · Holstra University I 
ay orn1ght. , . . ,_ ' , Hempsteaci, New York 11550 
. !1 you re _interested 11J I Yes, l'in interested in fu,rther information · 
detailed mformat1on about-the about the Summer Sessions. Please send I 
Summer Sessions; please call I me the Summer Bulletin. 
Henry Walker at 516-560-3345. Or ' . ' ______ ____,__ I 
s.end l_he coupon for our Summer· ~, Name I 
Bulletin. . -Summer Session I I Addr~ss__ ---- ______ _ 
. ; 
June. 9-July 14. c·t ______ , - - I 
Summ,e( Session II L·, I y ~Jate ____ .. ..Z1p_ 
July19~A_ugust19: 1 . --------~_. _ _j_ 
~ 'HOFSTRA . 
\ ··UNIVERSITY 
Hempstead, New York 11550 
·.·· (' .';; >~ .. 
'°T' 
\ 
. . 
'. ~ ..... -~ .. 
-lthaoan Inquirer -·.\ · 
" , ... ~ ,..: ~ - . . . ' 
By Cindy Schwartz 
Ph~tos by Gioge~_ Fl~k 
~ ~ "Hamyou experienoodJIDY. fmn ~-
dismmmatioo OD caqJQs?" . , ..:· . 
., . 
,.,,-· -- - - '' 
' 
·, . 
_ : ~ · \ .. :N,¢lV vo'.ik Pdioa1,yi-~ 
· (continuedfrom page 1} ·: , _ , _.,, . . - · · · '· 
·of.the three becauseor"his broad people, exemplifi;dby.th~ unbe~ man·!,<> ~ssibly lead ·a drive for 
·6ase, of supporl. The qtiestion is lievable .. degre~ of· hanru;haking _d_elegates )ill .over the· . nation,· 
· ~hether he will .. have-~- clo~e, ,and,inf~rmaI:·'dif,~~sion he .. has' which:Tmie_m'agaziiie· repo~d·· 
. ;;nough .number of delegates to ~one, u~mg his lw:able_perso~al- - th~ ~eek, The message- from 
.------~---------- .------------:. the-1509 needed to get nornina- 1ty to ·get· votes get~mg-}11de-·._. Humpbrey to delegates,to dele- _ 
. ted. Humphrey will be rea,:ty if - spread-: l'xposure,, facing , ctitice:-:gate .candidates. will: be ::to ·-stay 
-
Felix Roclrigue,z, Junior, Socio-
logy. "As ajuniorl haven't come 
ilCI'9SS any discrimimtion .that 
_ has been overt but that's not to 
say it doesn't exist. I have a lot 
of friends who have experienced 
some types of discrimination so I 
!mow it is happening. It is the 
type of discrimination that is 
institutiomilired --YOU may not 
see it but you live Wl~er it . .,. 
Befsy Edge, ~ •. Unde-
-cided. "Yes; I was applying for a 
course at Cornell as a freshman -
under the Ithaca College -
Cornell Exchange Program. The 
· Provost's 9ffice said 'that they 
could not give me preference due 
to the fact I hru;l oJ]}y paid them 
one.year's tuition as other people 
had · paid them two and 'three 
year's tuition." •· 
_ Marion Gillerlain, ~ riL. "'-'·-·' 
"' · · crri..di .. v I h ~- l'~ey, Junior, English. reminist oJ.u es, J.05. ave "I woul_ dn't_ po"mt to_a.specific 
been discriminated against in campus organi?.ation but I think 
subtle ways and in less subtle · that_ the~ is a great deal of' 
ways. For example, not being ab '. sexism ~n c;ampus. I -knqw that 
le to get into Intro to Photo-_ some Taculty members have been 
grap_hy ~use _f m noAnt,..adCofm- '~the_.r_ecipients of sexist discrim-
murucations maJor. ve---,,ination!' .· ~--···- .- __ 
been discouraged fi:om going into · · · · · · · · · · · 
the field I want to go into." 
Randy -Rubin, Sophomore, Bu5-
iness~ "As a second semester 
sophmmre I'm being forced to 
pick in the sophomore lottery for 
next year·~ housing." 
Steve Rolleri, Sophomore, 
01emistry., "Yes·, for not wear-
ing blue jeans, wearing glasses, 
shaving, getting a hair.cut, and 
liking apple pie." . · 
INSURANCE 
·-, 
"YOUR PROTECTION~ 
- OU~ _.o~~~N" -
~e does·not.- ._ , ,, . with-.direct r~plies,_-_v~cing .. ~-·: ulicoinmifted .. Time-r'liported, . -
·Carter · has an advantage _ stands Of:' the issues. which are m r . ~. : 
over Humphrey. He-is in com-·_· the.centei: (thus rorclng-bot,h the The results ofthe;N;w York·· ·:_ -
~and o0iis situatf~n, _ ~paign- .. l~rt and ~e.riglit to lis~.nl:~~ in }frimary · substantially· alte1<the . ·. : 
. mg ... ~lid~ 1!~-~ phr~y 1~ not . , general, s~ply. c~~~~qg · to · _ra~~- ·. sin~'.! th&y. · 'riartow, ~ the : · 
entered . m. , a ::single pnmary. . play-the game of politics ~o damn: . c}!ances: of $>i18' candidate emer- . 
Carter will co~t~ue to receive well.- _. .· ·\· · .. , ·":- __ ging.' sharply; therf(?r& -opening 
much more. media ~overage be- . there has·been ~a.dilt-mcrea- · _up the_::·possibilit_ies-·or---a · split 
. cause of .th1S .factor. Humphrey . smg pressure for.Humph~y,to convention. ·.It ·is ··Carter the--
has tak~n 3:.big g~?1ble sin~ he enter tlie r~ce fro1J!Jjarty l_eac!ejs · confidtmt, anti-Wash_ington new-. 
has-to sit back, wait, and sunply and from h1S foll~wers. Although-· comer..- on the right_. side of--the· 
hope, that the sequence of events . he can not be considered: ·an--: party versus -Humphrey; ·fhe 
. bet~een: now and June ~-will official candid$ becail_se of his ~:icperienced- _representative·· · of 
unw~d m such a way so .. that - abs~nce in . the . priJX!aries, in . the liberals of the-party. It·easily:.... 
none of the three contenders, reality, he_has·become a poten- · -
esp-ecially Carter, will be a big tially strong contestant for the could not be decided ~tit July, . 
primary winner and the deser- nominatfon in July .. I3esides· when _the Democrats converge 
v~d no91inee. having already taken a. few· am;l nrgotiate o_n whom ~hey·can 
Carter;s ·strategy will be to actions; appearing in W!5consin_ choose to have the ·best chance· 
continue to utilize the methods apparently to boost,:Udall s- effort . agidnst Ger3:ld Ford. · - · 
that have.monumentally changed there_, and spea~g to th_e _ _ __ _ 
.his image from a nobo_!ly ~the ~ayorscoQfer~nc.emNewYork, - ~- ., ., _ . , . 
, frontrunner'. These·include: em- his most astomshmg mo".e came • _ -- . 
phasis on personal contact with -, when h~ recently appomted a . · . · 
. ~ 
Foreign·· F 0.u,ida t-i~i:,:n 
-·seeks-Te'achers·· -
a __ 
1 
I ~ ~ _ ,.. 
I),.TIT't;\R.CHANG_E_ . r .•. _left standing because a de~tina-t ... k-£.1 ' a nonpro- - · t· d · h · affi d 
fit Foundation located=:in Am- !00 car 1:1 s own to tr ic, ~ · 
sterdam Hollan.d has opene·d i'ts ~oth p_;irt1es are- coverec_l _with 
•. ' · _ . · msurance. 
doors to students and teachers . . 
from North America who w;ant.to. _ · r.Foundation subscn~er_s are 
see Europe o_n a low· budget. As·. entitled to - lo"'. cos~ flights to 
a result· of years of research. and Euro~e ~d a Wlde scope of_ other 
planning, an'd further, years -of benef1ts-m Europ~ -that u~til now . _ 
trials and _observing young Eur- Ehauve beent advaitlableAonly . to 
. y . · ropean s u en s. . s a non-
otpeans, exc1 mg_Inebwl __ ?pEporturu- ·. profit structure the Foundation 
1es are now avw a e m urope. . . bl to d . t 1 - , d Back-packing itineraries, oO · 15 a . e 8 • vi~~ r~ve ers al!_ 
percent.off on train-tickets ·free . prov1~e s~rvices.for its subscn~. 
. . · tra~el; on .. river barges · th;ough ~ers ·either fyee · ot ~t m~ch lower 
· · E · h b" . d cost than normal. 1,1rope, ow to 1cycle m epen- Sj:. 'if ts .and t h .· 
: ... f· ... :d~pt_iy, through Europe,. where , tere l ~-.~? f rth ~a; 9~~t.in~ 
· ·- · · the'·:_¢impers are, living with '. _ . -t~ __ !~- u_ er m orm~ l!)1n 
___ European families in cities and· may_ ~b~- the Fou?dat1on s 
- f · · d . . . . Subscnpt1on -rormi> then, News-
on arms, an a new Traveling ., lett d d t -.1ed ·xw . f --
. --. ·--:·· · · ·· · · Cottip1tnion Service are only_ a · - . er ~ a __ e !11 . 1_ .0~a _ 10n -
~
i· · f · fth ·= d . , . d . · sheet by sendmg tlieu- name, · 
- . . ew _o e i: oun ation s: m epen- dd' -th · f th · h · l 
-. ·dent activities. -· . . a ress, . e name o . e1r sc '?<> 
;:.,An. ot.._,r ·n· t t· · i ··-. and one .dollar-·or- the equivalent··-
.: . m:: -1 eres mg mnova- . t · . 
·tion is a destination and identity m -5 a_mps tQ cover postage and 
· · - .· . handling to INTERCHANGE, 
bo_ard for,httchh1kets. The f.C. _· Bo 5579 Am t d H II d 
. ..;!:.'$;:;::::2l:.0 board helps keep the traveler x , ,- s er am, o an · 
You n~N'f i.1KE" 'Tlfc.Fixm Go ~wroWJ>.I ~oving while other ~h_umbers are _ - _ ~ _ _ _ , : 
- ' - - M. s·h I , -, -. --_- .·. . . . _ : . , . . 11 SIC . C O o· 
The Humanities and Science~ Teacher Educa- ', 
:• . 
'' 
tion Committee is searching for a student member 
f9r next year, to begin serving' as soon as possible. ' 
The committee meets weekly to discuss a wide 
varie~y of important issues concerning teacher· 
preparation, and it coordinates H ·& S teaching 
option pl'ilgrams. ' ·- · · . 
A_nn11u,nces 
_- Re_citals :~_ -_ -
Any'interested student who is enrolled in an H 
& . _s teacher preparation program should contact 
___ Larry Copes, 404 Mulier, extension' 3303 before - Three free·· public, stud~nt 
noon Monday 19 April. · · recitals will take place at the 
._ ______ ...., ____________ .,._ lt~aca College· Sehpol of-Music 
..,....,. ___ ...,. ________ ...;..;.,_,_~_ ..... _...;;;~ --~,' Fridaj,, Apr;9. - · c-· - _ 
G_R~ND·OPENING--·~: . _ A .program· of-· brief selecf-ions will · · be· · given·~ in ·. the 
-Na~nnauer Room_·~t_ 12:30 pm. ~ 
_ by_ th~ following: .Mary Rupp~l. 
. FUl,L.ITALlAN MENU · flute; (;reg -Taylor, and·- ·Paul· 
~ff dinners; sabs, piz_za, e_ti:. -a·. :· Smad~~cJ[; .. marilnb~;:'pa'trick ~ 
. .: -DOIUj\N; . ·r.1.WMP.ET:., Larry 
<Map~liJ'izzeria _. _GJ~yer1 tu~,a; ·L~d_a_ -~kosky, 
,· 335-E. State st. m:,232 ·· · .. ! .nie'~(?sp_pran9;_"Ralph Bell~fatta, 
· - ' -···-. . ~ 7 days a·wNk . < - : basson; Blttbara Riley: clarinet; 
ROBE~T tt·BOOTH,R~YD . . .. . :_:.:- f!om ~-~ ~ · ·. -... ::. '. ~- ~1nsrg; _eµc,iioniftm:· a 7 oute 
BROKERS--.·_ 
Cla f '24 Frtdar. &·Satm:dar UI 2am-.- · · : quartet ,._ - , , _. · · ·, - , 
ROBERT L. Bo
. o· ._ THR··_ ~~- o·~-~Y--D~ - ._..o . . .. ': . ,• ._: ~. ·. :_ . ·Pe~i~p·e:·:\~hit~_:· ~ill'. ·play . 
a..,.;a,...;.._...,""'!' ___ -_-__ ._._..;.·.-'.-•-.-_,,_I~- . : ll_l,u.sic,forFren~~Jt~ii"&t'7 pm'.·in · -
. .. . ~ "the'Nabenhauer R@m: ·she ·is. a 
, . -············Class of '80- . N"a(the.oltlest,' i,~; ·t_le ri~ •• ~-: but}ia~ ,.~~:~ ;).?,P.µD_· o~~~~w··;q<>j~rlil' :;-,::\. -.-: _.,· _--_ 
~flYG.KE_YSE~ -- ·. -- ... -· , _ ... -···<_. __ .. . : ·. ·-'.'.•~·-· , · ') onna~_~nte~~rhas·scbe- _ 
- I.' 
_._ ••••••••••• c·,-•• _.··of's·2' .·. ·:. · /·A'' 'N. rrrn.r·:ii;tc· · -.. -~," ~.d.1.1le~-he(J~~or,p_ia~~Fr~ci~5rl at'· - .. 
- - . .- .· · .. ..l\l'.~u~ . , ;_ · ... '<-, ~ 8:,s·pm:_.m:the 'music.:jitidlt9r- ,- . ' 
WIL 
.. LIAM FLYN' N . . . . . . . ., :1 · .. ' - . . , - _ .. • · • - . '•. · ·, · .. · ·.: <··· . . : ·. : , _ium.-. - ·Sht:i'c. will:·,-·be' ·, heard,\ in: __ .. · .· 
. . ·. . . · n. :,·: "=· -rr,- .: J.: .... -::fl_a-:~,..:;_ -;,-~ ~ · . ,· :.- > , · Scliuµiaiui"s. Scenes·: fi•oin ·Cbild-- -·.-< . 
. . : Roal'.~T.:-;.;crrii~~'O· /'' ,, ;.ice1;:~6', 1''S;;_~i~:~::·~s·(:f:f~~~y~e~:: 1~. ~:=·tt1:~:~~tro~~1J _::_: ~-'. ·. 
. ;_-·AGE-N'·cv·•· c· -., .. ·, :·:,: .. :·,., . ; . : .. _·- ·rr~ ~r.ee,r' .ire.et ... -._,:,, '.-~·: __ +,-:- :··yogeI/:~1ar:·~f-"Ken·\t~ie;--~ . ..:. j, 
- ·. . · . - , ·, -- -• ·· -"·'. -- .. --· .. ,. . ·_., , . -··>· i.J5,rf,ipu-n;;,,jp,R,'t_> f , .. :'-. ·:;.,. ·_·· "< -~·:: · ~.Uo,; ·ip-'..:<:cii>land's· :(}uaitet~Jor: . 
-'~Vl_e __ Welcome_y_ our_.lriq ... lr ___ ·_,v":_:__ :·_·;· __ · .--- _· .... .-/4',. _ .. ~:~~" _:'!;_ .. ::· ·.: . .: :.-·-~·~>,·:·_J-.-·· J=~i~f:and_:~1.rings.'.)~1ss.w.o:on:·:" .... :; 
- ... .a . • .. ,·. --_ ... ·-·:···,· ._,_:•.-,;.·, .. _·_ ·:.-.:. :_teiler·:.has-.-.been'·,a-:::>'ltud..;,,t··.oc.-:-.··~-·-
. _ 31~ Ea~,-~:-,.~~~-]";,\._:~-:·::::. _·. ':f8()NE;..·:-:~~-' ):-WBE'K·DA:,J':S >10:to4:30-,.· ~:G:~/~··KiJlgJ)~lJ.~- ;'..-' '{:;. , £> ~~:_<· 
. ,~-~--.,~-.. ~:---~-:-.-.---~~----~_,:_ ...... --. ~.;..:_-··· .. ·:~: --,··::·· ~~~£~~\Ff'.~\i.ff ??~;:;:~\~,};~:::~· 
' 
Inner Mosi·c Notes 
. _By Bill .Sauer "Dance on a Volcano" as Gabriel's ghost, leaving it 
/ The new Genesis album "A. Trick of the .Tail''. only to the most astute Genesis fan to detect. the 
• 1 f ' · · stands out as one of their finest works and a major difference. His phrasing, ton·e, and control here are 
lSLS o a Bach Suite, Viola 8onata mil · h · l d od · Th' by Glinka, Interlude for viola and . estone mt ell' ong an pr uctive career. IS distinctly a 'la Gabriel so as not to alienate the A total of nine student 
recitals are . scheduled at the 
ItbaC!\ College ·School of Music 
Saturday and Sunday, April 17 
and 18. They are free to the 
public. - .. 
. album h_as been long awaited in .the contemporary Genesis fans with an abrupt or drastic change in 
piano by Piston· and Quartet for oboe and strings' by Mozart. rock field as their fll'St since lead singer and focal vocals. Collins does not continue his vocal miming 
M 
. r point Peter Gabriel left the band last fall. for the rest of'the album but rather stands as a fine . 
us1c 1or guitar will be played at · :1 7p.m. ·by Ithaca· College guitar Although Gabriel's singing and composing vocalist on his -0wn terms, providing the inveterate 
On Saturday thr~e will be 
held in -the. Nabenhauer Room. 
The first, at noon,- is a joint . 
recital by vocalist Don ·sturdy'. 
and trumpeter James Smith 
both juniors. Th_ey are student~ 
of Leslie Bennett and Herbert 
Muelfer. At 2 p.m. Connie 
Karpinski, a senior. and piano 
student of David Mulfinger, will 
play sonatas by a pupil of 
Edward Gobrecht, will give his 
senior ,recital at. 7 p:m. 
students and faculty. talents should not be belittled, before his split listener with a perfect balance of novelty and 
In Walter Ford Hall t 8.16 there had been a tendency in the' music press to familiarity. . p m Sunday (April· lS) a ·w play up his contribution to the band. The press Nor has there been any loss of compositional or 
V:ill .·be given by two a.~\ assumed that Gabriel, as the "live" band's obvious instrumental inspiration in the postGabriel Gene-
juniors Robert Scr;m~ianIS d focal.point, also led the band with the majority of sis. The composing reins have been taken up·by the 
Susan Youn both u1 ils e
0
;n "-. its comppsing chores. entir.e_l}and, best bringing to the fore the collective 
Covert Mi!; You~ p ~ rs. The band's fll'st six albums failed to ~ite power and originality of the quartet. The sound on 
Sonata· · in Bfla( l{ 
333 
P :Y individual composing credits but r.ather, in the true side one is quintesse_!!j;ial Genesis; with Tony 
M~ Imprompt-us · b S h Y spiri_t of the group, noted something to the effect of Bank's soa,ring mellotron choruses, Steve Hackett's 
bert a;d American p f d c :· "all selections composed, arranged, and perform~d cutting guitar chops, Michael Rutherford's driving 
Ginastera. Scrimale w~ ~e::o~ by ~ENESIS." Despite occasiona~ in_terviews ~ith and melodic- bass lines, and Phil Collins staccato 
piano preludes b Ch . D b the other band members the maJonty of the mk, drum assaults. 
ssy and Gers?win op~, ~ u- and hence the majority of the credit, fell into the Side two is no~ quite as strong as the first side 
pianists they will be h!ard u: willin~ arms ~f the band's flamboyany and bu~ nevert~eless manage·s to blen~ fairytalish 
In Walter Ford Hall auditor-
ium Saturday, Claudia Baker will 
play piano sonatas by D. Scarl-
atti- and G4tastera. three Inter~ 
mezzi of Brahms and Images by 
Qebussy. She is a pupil of Mary 
Ann Covert. Then, at 3pm, 
junior Nancy Langdon,. a voice 
student of Angus Godwin, and 
senior Diana Webster, an oboe 
pup\l of Pet~r Hedrick, will 
perform jointly. 
Concertino O 
94 
b 'Sh talc theatrical lead smger. lyrics and mstrumental eloquence mto a very 
vich The' t:~ ar Yd ~s t' o- Now with the new album, ·Genesis drummer enjoyable and listenable end. The side closes with 
the; concert to the e ca m~ extraordinaire Phil Collins has assumed the group's "Los Endos" an extremely strong 'instrumental, 
their Syracuse pi: me~oryh O singing chores, After Gabriels spots in "Melody employing the classical concept of repetition of 
Barbara A Micale no eac er Maker·: ironically stating "Lead singer: wanted for theme for .a fitting and emotional conclusion. 
· · Genesistype band." Without finding a suitable With the new Genesis album '"A Trick of the 
successor the band looked inward and Collins· Tail'', the band's _playing and composition is· fresh 
became the most likely candidate (it is his clear and inspired making for a very complete and 
falsetto harmonies which so perfectly complime- enjoyable album.the lyrical conclusion of the a!bum 
The programs in the Naben-
hauer Room on Easter Sunday 
will begin at 2p.m. · with junior 
cello recital by Anne Salamone, a 
· pupil of Einar Holm. Accompan-
ied by Jayne Demakos and Joe 
DeCotiis, she · will play sonatas 
by Debussy and Brahms. Assis-
ted by Dan Kleiman, _electric 
piano, Bill Calhoun, vibes,, and 
Ralph Salamone.Jr., trumpet, 
she will 'present the premiere of 
Esoterica Semanticus by C.P. 
Roth. At 4 p.m. there- will be a 
joint recital by Diane Fisher, a 
senior oboe pupil of Hedrick, and 
Steven Frackenpohl,, a junior 
violist studying ~th Jennie 
Hansen, and assisting , instru-
mentalists. Their program cons-
·. ,, . . . . ·- . , 
Melissa's Back 
By Jay Bobbin 
She started as a backup 
singer to the "Divine ,Miss M''; a 
few years ago, she ·struck out on 
her oy;n. Today, she has ~truck 
- something elsesuccess. Area 
music lovers- ~an see and 'hear 
Melissa Manchester demo11strate 
-her unique singing style Sunday 
evening at 8 pm.". ,in Cornell 
University's Bailey Hall. . .... 
. Melissa served as one., of 
Bette Midler'S · "Harlettes";: in 
- fact, she came to Ithiica C ·liege 
with .Midler .and · \he campy 
singer's the!larranger . Barry -
Matiilow two years _ago. Since 
that time,. she has had·. several 
successful albums·, most recently 
"Melissa" .and "Better Days and 
Happy Endings". · Her single 
from· the former .album; "Mid-
night: Blue'\ was ·a major hit last 
sunime_r; she currently· ~~- an:-
other ·beautiful songt Just-you 
. _arid .I", high oJi the. popular and· 
nted Gabriel on the past Genesis albums). is "llello friend, Welcome home." Indeed it is as if·· 
Phil Collins appears on the album'!1 opening cut they had never left. · 
,. 
'\. P·abst. Since 1844m 
. The "qllality has a.lw.ays 
,- ' ~asylist"ening charts. . · 
Tickets. for the .Manche~ter '-
concert -will be~$6:50. in advance .. ·· . -. ·. PABSTBREWlf".IGCOMPAl\!Y.~- ~, . .-.:: ;,i,, .. ,; .·, .. 
come thto~gh. · 
'and-$6:00 at,the d&or-. ' .::;-; : ·.:;~:;,;,a·:-.· .. ,. •. Mt,IW<Wke!e;1«1~ .• pe.oria.Heights, IIL, N~_wark, _N.J,., ,LQS Ang_eles,.Calif._:Pabs, t: Georgi_a. 
<,:, ~~~~~~------~,~--~~-.....,;~..;_~,.;.__,;,,,;, _ _. 
. ~~.:... ""· - - . \ 
••• -~ ;,,.t ~ - • . - - .-·, r -:. • ;_c.,: · .. ,. 
DOOir~tr,·· .. ·· -·. : · · · -. :'fJlitli:JJdtediRl~l$f ,,, ·.·  
·. Pra~ Ri~l~~ · ..• ~. jt=.,/c. * . ~-:. . ~_:; : ~~~=:;~::l:c=:.:~c:-.~.!l~t : .. 
. . _ - . . -.... _'. · .. · .. · .. lth~,Poil~ge.April 131fk.Aµ:~.W~ter f.'9f<f1Ialfe---:. ·. ::· 
-Cari_o·u'· s·· .e·--l·· ~ · Wofth:t~e- ·R· i'ile··"E,,:~:t%~~~~:t~~i\'·· 
.,, · ff · · 0 ·- :• '. '.ffie·Sch®hf_Mus1c.-P~~_gare_~th~.9oll.~~- ·· ;J_-, "' 
You know how sometimes when you hear a 
song that you really like, you find_yourself singing 
it two hours after you last heard it. Well, it's been 
only a few hours sfnce I left the Mairi Theatre of the 
Dillingham Cehter · for · Performing -Arts, and 
everytime my mind wanders off while writing this . 
review, I hear a soit melody in ·my -head and the -
simpl~ words "if I k,ved you ... ". / 
, '·· c-chapter 1, members ·.of·-,the> -·;womeii.'s::'-natiorial, ,, / 
. . . ' ~ .. . . .. •. - . , ·, ~-: ' ' - . -: - .... •,·, ., . . 
::- . . ___ .profess1~nal0D)~s.1~_'!i0Ciet:r,._: ::-..::·· ·· ·-:::{: .. ,j ;:· · 
. . ·.- . ..- ' At ·f?:30 ~ p.m:-'1i'nd.aY:{(April -1~)'.;Jn 'the ..... -
. Lagueruelas very comp!ementaryle!ldmg l~dy · · - -Nabenhau'er,:Room,.,m~sic -~tudents. wilf-give:.ai-<. _ . 
IS ·played by a heartwa~mmg_ Kai:en Longw~U. progra~. ot1 vocal·i llJld~~trumentaP'Jil!}lllj~rs; .- ~ .. _,. : 
A~t~ough ~s. Longwell. 1s· a little ~ _s~_eet and Participating a:n;- f[ute sol~· Mary 'McCii:skill:an~ ~ .· 
barely aud1~Ie at first, by the en~ when sh~_has le~s ·JeannettiWil.!IDJi an._d_a flut)j'_trio; Randy ~n-.~u~. . · ~ · -
and less· dialogue, she needs only·- her ~ramatic - . Steve.', Mathieson, · ,.marimba;:· .Claire.,... :Rickard, · · -
expressions·~!> convey love and heartbre~.- · · bassoon· and· . .-vocalists Dorrie 'l>orter ',ind' Lisa-; '. ·.· · 
Th~ cast ·is comp~ise~ of some yery strong., _., Morin; ' _ . · · · :: · · .. · 
supportmg actors who qu1cke~ the pace ·of many . A graduate-stu_dent, tenor Charles· G~e~h. -
dragged out scenes.· Outstanding of these are Don will offer 11- -Iecturer~taI <at ·A ·p.m;. ii)._ the 
Sturdy an_d Polly Penn as .Mr, and Mrs. Enooh · Nabenhauer Room while at 4:30 in the -auditorium: · · 
Snow. It is .Mr; P~~n's ·ligh~ comic appelll whic_h . pianists.Elaine ·DeLeonardis and Jo Ann:.Wal~hall .. 
sharpens ~he stiow s dul~ points. Don Sturdy is will be heard in a joint recital wh!ch includes works "Carousel" ker·ps coming back, as a show 
·worth crying over time and_ time again. Ithaca's 
Dep.trtment of Drama and Speech does this musical 
classic much credit. 
ble~sed with , a. great v01ce and ';_hllracter _ appe~ .. _ ·by Chopin, -Granados, Albeniz,. and muaie w,ritten · 
. __ ~h1ch saves him from the scrutiny, of:_both the ·tor the· left hand alone by Berger, Moskowski and 
audience and the women of Bascombe s Mill House. Ravel. MissDeLeonardis a senior in music 
One of "Carousel's" imposing features is that it 
looks good. The production is done on a highly 
professional level, and it shows. The Department's 
set designs-in the past have always impressed me 
and "Carousel's" stage adds to an already 
immaculate reputation. 
The main stage is the .full proscenium stage 
decorated to be "a coastal New England 
Environment", which it is, with a blinking, 
colourful carousel of lights shimnmering in the 
background. Each touch of property and°scenery is 
tasteful and apropos to the era. · 
But, it is the characters and ~oger's and 
Hammerstein's·music which brings the show to life. 
Althougll I question Francisco Lagqeruela's 
Th~. musi~ is a_s al~vays beautiful_. Leslie education is a pupil of ~ary .Ann Covert; Miss 
Bennetts .musical direction sayes- the- orchestra Walthall also a .:seriior is studying with -David 
_ from often drowning out the sometim_es -~eak solo's . Mulfing;r. ' . - · 
~f the act?rs: On ~~e whole though, l would ha~e _ Obojst. Alexandra Roci~rs wilf present· her 
hkfd to smg alon~ · · - · senior recital at -7 p:m. Friday .in the. Nabenhauer 
- If you don't hke long dance segme~ts YOU-~ Room. A student of ·Peter Hedrick, she will play 
want to get up and dance out .. Bµt don't, bec~use , _. the Concerto in C major by Hayden, her 
two of these nuiµbefs are.part1cularlr o_utstanding. arrangement of Four Excursions for Guitar and 
In a very toucl.!.,1_1.g scene _when Billy looks dowJ!_ - · Flute by Hand and Escales by ~ert. _ 
to earth from heaven we witness 1l r!""e ~oment The Ithaca College Trombone Choir will · 
when ~ance and drama mesh; which 1s trul)'. _ perform at 8:1_5 p:m. Friday in Walter Ford Hall 
rewarding. , ·under-the direction of Frank Brown:Their program 
- Billy's daught~r ;1,<>uis~ i~ played . hf, a v_ecy · includes mu·sic appropriate for Good Friday. -"0 
graceful Lynn Gent!le. Miss .Ge~tile s dance · Sacred Head Now Wounded," from Bach's St. 
. casting as Billy Bigelow, he contributes a stron_g 
performance. ·Although, it takes him a while to 
warm up, once heated he does a convincing job. He 
takes you to heaven demanding his rights and 
portrays fantasy, loss and remol'$e m leaps. and . Matthew Passfon .. Tbe ensemble of 21 trombonists 
twirls ... She is·be~u~ous to b~h~Id. will play compositions from the 16th and. 17 th 
It 1s the_se h1~hh!f.hts whic~ are yo~r rewayd centuries by Jacob Handl and Johann Schein. Hal 
for once aga1~ see_mg Carousel . · , . . - Thomas, bass . Timothy· Andrews, organ, and 
On op~m~g mght Ear! McCarroll s direction °.f Edward Liberatore, string bass, will join a·quartet 
dangles by a s_tar. · 
- Carousel received a ~tand_mg ovation. _ of trom_bonists in performing-"Fili mi; Absalon" by 
Sclruts• 1629 Symphoniae sacrae I. Modern works · 
are by Henry Tomasi; Alle1i,Chase and David Van 
Vactor. The Trombone .Choir will close with a 
.· .. ,...-.,, ~lec;tion.fyom lfayd,~'s Creation: "A,cliiev~~ is the 
· glorious work." ·•· . · -. · 
~ ... ' .. 
On the weekend of Ap'ril 
9, 10, 11, The Ithaca Dancemak-
ers will present their riext 
concert of Modern Dance as , a 
.' C~trls~ti~J: Atdttori~~. 102{ s;~ciai modern d~ce concert for;·' -, '' 
W.Buffalo Street .in d'own-'town children presented by Rosemary .. ' - ~~----------~-~-------, 
Ithaca. It will · be a BENEFIT Hariµs. Rosemary, w.ho-teaches Channel 6: Apri) 13·,14~~s::·. ;_--- · -~. · ·, · 
concert for GIAC (Greater Ithaca chil_dreri's classes af the Dewitt , 
Activities Center)':'·Tliis product;'\ ·stl!dio;· will' ·.suhseque_ntly_ by- 7:45pm NEWS SCENE': News frori:rnround the: · community service. This will be .. 
one of a number of community 
events to be sponsored· by the· 
, Company and dance teachers 
from their Dewitt Studio.:.-
ion will follow a ·week · of :showing her children's produc- world, around-the country, and around your home, 
fnv~lvement in three central tion at several other elementa..ry..:_ ·is brought to you~ Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Elementary Schools where dance , schools. , . - . ·.. Thursday evenings; News Scene is produced right· 
teachers go into some classrooms The Ithaca Dancemakers'. . here at -Ithaca College. 
, The concert will take place 
-·, on Friday, April 9th at 7 :30, 
Saturday, April 10th at 2:30 and 
Sunday April 11th at'7:30 pm. at 
to teach modern· dance (or public performan~s . for the 
creative movement) to-the·child- GIAC will_pl'ovide an opportun-
ren. On April 8th, students from ity for the whole ~amily to enjoy· ~ 
the three schools will .watch 11·· a ··professional performance . of 
GRADUATING IN '3UNE 
AND 'mo Pr.llNs? 
Adelphi 
, '\J)ELl;'HI UNIVERSITY 
OFFERS A 
-NEW CAREER FOR 
COLLEGE GRADUATES 
BECOME A D~VELOPMENT ~PECIALJST · -
AND P_UT· YOUR EDUCATION TO .. WORK 
-Summer Program: June 14-September .3, 1976 
Fall Program!-September 27-December -17, J976 -· 
If you are ... a person who id~ntifies well with others 'and relates well 
· to diverse situations, oriented to social and educational .values, a good 
organizer and coordinator, on2 who has the ability to articul_ate and be 
corrimunicative, creative and imaginativ~ · · · . . __ 
modern dance while tl:ieir child-
ren are being introduced to jt 
throu'gh the schoots. The Dance-
makers will ~e showing old ~nd 
new pieces from their repertoire. 
By popular - demand; the 
concert will include Saga Ambe-
gaokar's "Touch, "Tackle, and 
Half Time" with riieinbers of the· 
Ithaca High ·school footbalrteam · 
taking· part· as quest_ daµcers. 
This dance, in.its original form, 
used nine members oi the Cornell 
V a_rsity · football t~am in · full 
unifoi:m and ·explored the simil-
arities between the way f90tball 
players and dan.cers move their 
bodies; It was first performed-as 
"Cornell Suite" in1972 . .Four ·of 
the_ .original football player/d:µi--
cers were so 'intrigued that they There awaits you a career in ·development offering yoo • • • an· opportunity 
to use your diverse talents and fmowledge in, a prnfessional capacit)i;. 
·an opportunity to make a contribution to your community as _y~u work with_ 
top civic, cultural and industrial leaders ... · ·· . . . 
~ sul:isequently enrolled in -dance .:, 
·_.-[continued im page 171 · ., 
an opportunity. to achieve peJsonal advancement in a growing fie!_d .. 
an opportunity to plan great ideas and concepts and to see _thel)'l become, 
a~~ -
Specialize through . < . a' curriculum which can be individually tailored so-, 
tha( you can · concentrate on the one- er two areas ~f development thaf 
· interest you most: · · . . ·. 
• Community Service Campaig~s . - • Hospitals a~d. Hea)th Care Financing-
• Educational Development • Ethmc and Reh8!!!!1S Support P~ogr~ms 
•, POiiticai Fund Raising • GiJt _Development for Cultural ~rgam~at1ons · 
A re_presontative will be _on, ca~us·for group· presentations and_ - ·. 
individual int_erviews_on: · _ , r---~-~~-~----~-~~-~~-~----~-1 NA . PHON ., .. _ . • . _' I. 
I ADDRESS • •. 
~- ~----~-m- I ,, 
I O SUIIIIER 111711 0 FALL 111711 .. . Man ti:. · . I . 
-r ' IN-COOPERATION WITH _Mrs. Laurel Isaacs ' I _' 
• ·.ntE lf.ATIONAL C£HTER Dev~lo~menj Specialist Pr~gram , · . 
I 
'
FOR DEVELOPM£HT \ Unlvefmy College . I 
TIIAINING · ,-'. 13us.ness Bu1ld1ng Room .111 . .. .1 : j ; · , . . ,_ Adelphi Un1yerS11y. · · ' , .· : 
I ADELPHI UNIVERSITY ' . CP6~~- ..... · . ~Gard~~ ~·r ... ~!N_·v~-~~ 1153? .... 1::--.' 
... _________ ... ---.-------.... --_.... .... ___ _._, 
Interviews· will be ilt the Cornell University pracement'office·on April . _ 
12. ,'-',ll!IM_ ~!!;Mr5c.-~!1~, ~~!.te,~!.~.~~~*-t.~!r..SJ!.1'.fff!l>IDl~l~t,_,-L,,·.:: . -. ., ,>,: 
. . - . . . . , ' ',, - .,.. ·-
- ' 
. --
'_:s;l.iMMER ROUND TRIP 
:-. ·,,.; . . . . '. .. . ' 
·.NE\\' voait ro·.toNDON 
$265.. •::,.,, 
,,; 
8:00 ALL- KINDS OF PEOPLE -;: Is- Frank-
. Carpano, the host of All Kinds Of P~ople, Italian? 
· 8:15 pm 1-2-_3 The Television Directing Cl~s. of 
the department of-Television, Raaio in the school of 
communications presents this· interesting ·video 
endeavor. · · · _ ·· 
9:00 . pm , April 13 and 15 · , THE ITHACA 
COLLEGE DATING GAME · The· Student 
Activities Board presents thi~ romantic ,furihy;-
crazy, terrific, u~believable show. Without a doubt 
you will ·seit a friend of yoprs fall in 1ove on. The 
Ithaca College Dating Game: This_ is the last sh.ow:_ 
in the series." ' 
9:00 pm THE ITHACA TIMEPIECE .· April 14 · · 
Do you ·ever wonder. about I what ,Ithaca was. lijce 
way back "when ... ? ·On tonights show; 'the history. -
of State· Street is discussed with h~st Rich Turkel. 
. 1):30 p~.11,APP~G . .\YO~LD .: Tertjff~ _~usi~ as 
well · as fantast.1c talent .cubmnate . m making 
Ham>ening World such a success. ,Th_ose into mu~ie 
· as ·-well -as those into .humour shodld:mak~."this 
program _a must: 
. 10:00 ,Pm NEWS.SCENE: 
,::::-·~r"'- ··" .-.:.:._·, ~-~·'!·:· .. , '. ,' ~- : __ ~ . --
·-
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/ 
· Qn Friday, April 9th, the Crossroads presents 
·Moth &·.Star,-an acoustic-duo out of.Oswego. The 
duo consists ·of Joel Crimmins, acoustic guitar, 
harmonica, and mandolin, and Mark Rabin, 
·-acoustic guitiu-, piano and flute. 
· Those folks who caught Brewer & Shipley at 
.the Pnicom may· remember Moth & Star, who 
play~d before the ma.in act. Their style is delicate 
- . and t]nique, renecting many moods, and . the-
. - combinati_on of original material and popular tunei; 
keeps the audience c;ontinuously enthrall~. They'll 
start at 9:oo· J;llll: Friday night and admission is 
-free. If you like mellow, tight acoustic rock, you 
should be there. 
. (PS: Into perhaps some top quality pickin' and 
a little footstompin' get down'O 'brombers- at the 
Unicorn Friday night shouldn't be missed.~ · 
Cl~-b Night Preview 
. ·-.: '.· ' -
. '' :~IJ. > ·. ··:·.~<··: ·· --:·· 
_ Dll,Try 
.t '(,·· ' ..... - ,••-~, I 
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. --.Lyndon: 
A Touch oft-he Past 
Certain films are made to show off their .stars. T~e actin~, it c~m be properly called· ~cting, is 
· -. Others are _made to highlight their scripts ... but, ~luggis~. _but )t seems lyrf,.:il in spots. Ryan O'Neal 
-once in a great while, along comes a movie which is the titile character, a rogue with-women and a 
· stresses the talent, .of one person its director. ru!fian with his mal}ners. His Irish brogue is really 
.~rr ~yndon, _an- etevenmilliondollar epic, is a- ~ htt!e u_nnerving; if Ali MacGraw ever popped up 
picture of the latter type~ the man behind-it is one I~ this fhck, _they would've had to drag me out in a 
of H_ollyw<>?d's rarik~g geniuses, St&nley Kubrick. fit of.hysteria. I guess lavish costumes mean never 
In his pr~v1ous two films, A Clockwork Orange and having to say you're· sorry (ugh).... · . 
2001: A _Space Odyssey, Kubrick transported his The fem~l~ lead, Marisa Berenson, has gotten 
audience into the future. Now, with 'Barry Lyndon, lots of. publicity· The press notice of her is 
he_ takes us back into the 18thcentury culture of the considerably more bountiful than her actilig talent. 
Irish and· the British. The picture is like a long Rin Tin Ti,n acted better than she does. However 
dream in Technicolor. she .. is lovely to _look at. She 'fulfilled her acting 
Barry Lyndon is not a bad fi).m. It is extremely quest more fully, ~hough, _in the small part she 
Ien~hy, very slow, but uncommonly beautiful. It's played a few years a~o in Cabaret. · · 
a film that you like and dislike at the same time Barry Lyndon 1s clearly Stanley Kubrick's · 
You enjoy the elegance and sheer ~agical spell it: sho_w all the "".ay; .he does get considerable 
creates; _yet you're restless because of its length ass!Slance from _cmeT?lrt~apher John Alcott (who 
and basic shallowness. Th~ William Makepeace recie~ed one ?f ~he films fou: AcademY. _Awards). 
Thackeray novel from which Barry Lyndon ·-wair Despite the film s fa~lts. you II be swept up in the 
-adapted was a long story to begin with ... b!lt at grande~r 0 1 the gu~f1ghts, palac~s and parties, as 
least ·it· had some depth in printed form. What well as-the romantic and adventurous ·episodes- in 
Kubrik has, in effect , cfone is to take th'e bare the he,ro's life. At times, it seems as if Kubrick just 
essentials of the storythe atmosphe~. ·the romance doesn t know when to stop; at others, it's so -
and ~he spirit and 'add lavish sights to them. gorgeous that you don't ~ant him to. 
Kubrick makes a creditable try, but something is • If you ~an bear to sit through three hours of 
still missin . pomp and circumstance, Barry Lyndon is right up 
our alley. If you _like fast paced action and constant 
excitement_,_you'd do well to look down another 
alley, Give it a try ... you've got nothing to lose and 
_ lthclflicks forty winks to gain. ' 
By Jack Cuffari tunes and originals;, Jim·. Lish s · ' s e 
., . doing original mime; Elissa Naz- - s·ss-~~ Q ~s a· n - -t -
It· worked last year, so eley;·-a vocalist-·whose emphasis . .. . . t:,,;:,O,a ; , ··· _ ' · a nc ion 
they're going to do it again. On is on the· blues; Mark Pierl!e, 
Saturda~.· ~pril 10th, SAB will· whose mrstical magic act will ... · .Th • Ill k d -
pre~ent, ~1ghtclub .. Night''.· !~~-. am.~~ th_e· audie~ce,--Sharon' ' ·,:; ·: ,, .. -... _ . ,, . 1 1 • I ·/1,S .. ' ' ee . en 
.. tunngmus1c,comedy,~agie and,. Stem~e~, a vocalist .. who will -,..,_ - · .. : · ·. · :_. · ·. · · . 
. danc~g. The-doors will open at sing shbw tunes; Doyg Land-· . J\nd y~u thought you ha~ p·:oblems? What-- ~reacherous·_Mou!_lt·Eiger. Before that-, though, he 
. 8:15 p~ for the 9:00 P1!1 show in · back,'s-stfu1~-up comedy; juggling ab_out. a. guy who acts as _?,· gu!1' .:;a ,pig fop a mad gets back_ m shape -with t_he help ·of . George 
~he Umon cafeteria. Tickets ar~ br the uicomparable Kevan scientist and ~e~mes a.s~e (Hey! thats not a Kennedy (m another outstandmg performance) and 
on ~~e. at the Office of Campus O Donnell; and Susan Ring; a ·bad e~tracre-d1t b~~loP' proJect, !_!OW that I think d~u~le_agetn Vonetta McGee. Eastwood also has to 
Actmt1es f~r $1.00: . pi~nist and vocalist who will play abo~t ,!t.) ~he mov!e 1s _call:<l .~ssssss, and the ads , el!mmate Jack Cassidy, who plays a ,veryer, 
Accord~g to SAB . Cross- contemporary tunes, ·- sar,; . Do~ t _say 1t, hiss it. Come on!the mad fr~endly?cre~p. ~astwood, who also-directed The 
__ roads Chairman Jim.. Ohm, During the.intermission be- scientist lS played by veteran character actor Eiger Sanction, 1s making very good films these 
,"Nightclub ~Night" will be "a · tween the. first and second ac:t,s Str?ther !4artin, and his half humanhalf reptile days; t~is outing is topnotch escapist entertain-
special .event; s_omething out of there will be dancing·' with the · assistant 1s portrayed by a young man named Dirk ment with beautiful cinematography. You may feel 
theordinary.-Jim considers·it a music of a live dance b~d led by'· Ben~_diet. Actually, I 'hear that this film is a lot let down by the ending, though; Eastwood is 
. major production; and indeed it trombonist Jim Tanner:- At the· s~rier t~an. yo~ might expect. · An interesting almost let down literally oy it. On the wl!cle, 
promises to be one. T~ere will end of the, show at 11:30 "pm, p~mt: sssssss was produced by two men named though you'll enjoy The Eiger Sanction... and 
be two Tower Club bars, serving there will be another chanee to }!,1chard Zanuck-and David Brown, who went on to · you'll be glad thatEastwood's not , n your tail! 
mixed . drinks at Tower Club dance until 12:30: fmance another- horror flick that returned a few · · 
prices, approximately ten wait- · SAB will make no profit ~ucks to the boxoffice. You might have heard of it; 
resses, 'and. a decidedly diverse themselves with 10 to 20 percent it was called ... Jaws .. :. . · Ssssess, Thursday at 9:30 p.m.,' <lay at 7:30 and 
program of entertainment:· of the proceeds going to the . Holy macho! There is only on~ man who could 10:00; 75 cents. 
''.This year's show will be _Easter Seal drive. _ . scal_e the· face of the world's most dangerous 
·djfferent than ·lastr·year. · Last. A final few words-abo,ut this - _mo_untain in hot purs~it of an assassin. No, it is not The Eiger Sanction Sat~rday a, Sunday at 7:30 
_.· year the show w~~ore musical-_ exciting, up-coming event: re- . ~prro Agne_w. It's Clint E'astwo,od, and his mission. and 10:00p.m.; one dollar. 
ly oriented than this year: We've member that you must be 18 .or _is The, Eiger ~anction. In this surprisingly good 
aimed more for total entertain- old_er. to . attem;J,: and seating is ~ melod;1'8°!,a, Eastwood is a former killer for a secret· Thurs. ana Fri.: A satirical glai ai the world of 
, ment,"·.eommente-d ·Fred Raker; frrst come, .. first serve. And ~rgamzat1on (the CII) who retires. to become an art big busiJ:"lessRobert Downey's P ey Swope. 
who on~_ again is the emcee- for considering tha~ the Union cafe: teacher· After a f4?rmer. associate oC- Eastwood is 
the· show...- - · ., -· ·' -- teria will only seat 300, it would murde,red: our h~ro(?) 1s called upon to kill his Sat. and Sun,-: Wou!d you b ve moreCiint 
The -a~ts include; Geo~ge. _be advis~ble to-ge~ your tickets buddy s kille~_(st~l w!th m~?). To do th:1-ti·he h8:3, EastV!'.ood? Hes back m the rol{ Dirty H~rr¼' in 
Plosk_aonp1a!1oandvocalplaying soon. ·"Nightclub Night"·may·be to go on a multmat,!on chmb up· Switzerland's · !\f~um Force. 
. a COOlb~at~OJ!. :of l_:i_alJads, ,pop· t)J~ event, ~f the year!. · -
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Rowland-Hall· Selected; · 
Robertson Plugs Udall ' _-I' ... / ' -Ca111,pus To ~0,veSt11:dyDOrni 
• ' \ ' I getting invol.ved, Robertl!on answered 
many questions mostly dealing witb-·.his 
acting career rather than his political one. 
With a convincing attempt to be modest, 
he told the group that he can't .really '.say· 
that he is proud of any of the work he has 
By MaJ:de.GofDWJ . ·The dorm will remain co-ed and hopes 
. to supply a more -s~rious academic and 
. Rowland Hall has been doing its. best . quieter- -atmosphere. _· Sunday'· .:through 
to keep up.~th other'quad do~tories at . Thursday nignts will' ~xist "Quiet· Hoµrs" 
done in the film industry. · · . 
"I'm proud that I· went on suspension 
more times tban any other actor·-:" in 
Columbia Pictures" he boasted. · Robert-
. son put in a few choice words · .a~1:1t 
. suP,erstar Robert Redford, - smilec;I and 
received affirmation from the group. 
Ithac~ Colle~... T}lis _ Y!.at\ t~e: o~ce. ,>froadi pm to 8 a~._-;· · -. · . _,. :. ' ' :- . ~. . 
"convent" for.women, ·ope,Jled 1ts,~~rs-~ , During "Quiet. Hours'.\.-·the. no1Se 
_ men:- Nextyear,· Rowliind_will become the·· '·ievels from rooms &lld ha}J:ways,~ be·at 
. first !'Study Dorm.,· -~rding. to , Don_· 1 a minimal. · Stereo's";(ete,)i -dµi;h1f.thes~ 
Runyon, Director of Residenti~ Life. ...,. hours should be· listened to with ) ear· 
-T, . p· . · · , phones.an:d <>clivities in the lounge~-~-b~ er m . . a p.e r limited,,,~; D~~• . SO }S , not_ to-(f15titrb· 
. .. - . ,· memb~s of the dorm'"~ · . ,· 
By Marcie Gorman 
-
Oscar and Emmy award winner Cliff 
Robertson, who has been touring for the 
Udall campaign, spoke Monday at Ithaca 
College to a small group of students and 
Udall workers. about "The Actor in 
Politics." · 
Robertson appeared in the West 
Tower Dining Hall in an ·informal setting 
with a question and answer period that 
lasted almost an hour. Before ac~epting 
questions he gave his reason~ for getting 
involved with the 1976 campaign, and _why 
Mo Udall was the man he chose to 
publicize. . 
The acclaimed actor from the movie 
"Charly" said thit it was time for him to 
get out of his caccoon, especially after 
Watergat.e, he felt the need t9 reli~ve ~is 
guilt about his lack of participation 
concerning presidential elections. 
"We have the priveledge of voting 
and the obligation to study the candidat~s 
and their records" said Robertson, who 1s 
a registered independent. "When we 
don't choose to vote, we are guilty,.if we 
vote hastily, we are also guilty." .. 
After his brief .plug for Udall and 
When his talk was fmished, Robert· 
son lit up a cigarette, gave out autographs 
and answered more questions from 
students about" acting and problems they 
were facing. -
, The advice he gave for aspiring ac~rs 
', was to stay on campus an.d contmu_e 
working and developing theµ- artistic · 
talents. "Don't sacrifice education~ he 
stressed. "Find some ·- work in the 
Catskills, because the audiences there are 
tough to please". ,, 
Robertson finished his tour _ on 
Tuesday, where he was expected to_ join 
Mo Udall in Milwaukee to await the 
results of the primaries which he seemed 
quite certain would be positive 
Actor' CHH-·Robertson 
Photos by 'Caryn Picker 
S . . . . . - -- -. - . -Rowland 'Hall wi.11 b'e the ideal em,in:ar . dormitory- ~or ·P~T'.~~ajt>rs0 anl\ stu~ents 
· - who,really want to devote m,C?re. than the 
By Jessica'String 
j 
A popular topic of conversation with_ 
less than. five weeks left in the Ithaca 
,Colle~ spring semester lB, "I have 5 
papers left to do, I have 4 papers" etc. 
The Writing Lab, which is located of 
the first floor of the library, will sponsor a 
single eyening workshop concerning, 
"Practical Advice on Coping With Your 
Term Paper." 
This event will be on Monday, A1>ril 
12 from 6:30 - 9:00 pm and is open to all 
I.C. students. ' 
Barbara Adams and Eloise Blanpied 
from the Writing Department will divide 
the session into t,wo 70 minute lectures. 
One is, "How to Get Going": 
deciding what kind of source paper is 
called for and how to select and limit a · 
topic. ., 
The second is, "How to use Sources 
Responsibly": inte~ating your reading 
with your own ideas; learning proper 
documentation (quotation, paraphrase, 
footnoting, etc.) 
The session will" also provide a ten 
minute break between the two topics so 
students requiring help in only one area, 
need not stay the full two and a half hours. 
If term papers are bringing you 
down, pel.'hap~ y-0u're not going apout it in 
the right way. Stop complaining - take 
advantage of this one time -~pportunity to 
end headache #36, the term paper. 
average· tipie towards ~u~ying- .than 
listening to rock and roll: 
All returning students are · welcom~ 
to sign-up- for Rowland "Study Dorm". 
The housing of~ce would also like to offer 
this program to- incoming freshmen and 
transfers if the spib:e allows it. · 
Present occupants of .Rowland. have 
the option to stay or nu>ve to any other 
dorm on campus. They wµl have pri~rity 
to move to another Upper Quad on Fnday 
April 16th after the present residents 
have. selected their rooms. - ' -
If Rowland residents. want to move 
out of the !Jpper Quads, they should go 
through the normal lottery on Wednesday 
or Thursday, April 21 or 22 in the Terrace 
cafeteria. 
Any 'further questions should ',be. 
referred to the Housing Office. If you are · 
-interested in the "Study Dorm",_you may 
want to consider selling your stereo. 
Head Residerits 
I • •' 
. Out of 55 applicants, 6 new Head . 
'Residents have been selected for the · 
. 1976'-77 Housing staff; 4 are seniors and 2 
are graduate students. 
There is the · possibility that more 
vacancies in the. head resident slots will 
occur after April 15 when present heads 
will hear from, graduate schools. Many . 
heads might plan to spend another year on 
the housing staff if their aspir~rl: 76-77 
p~ans fall_ through.~, · 
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.. Forest Queen, 
St. Large living room, kitchen day night. · . BJoatina' in one'a ear." stimu~ Tennis Instructor Wanted. for 
spring or summer, need good 
bac:kground in playing and teacl,1-
ing~ excellent salary. Call Wash-
ington Tennis Service at [703) 
548-2064, 548-6338. , 
and bathroom with shower, ' ··-/ Rent: $150 per month. Plea,se .. . · ·' ·· . .' . ", . . ·: . · :.late~ what_cen~~ of the~? . 
call 274-3306 {days) or 273-7795 To the Wing tip Shoe Sal!~· · Tlie·,~aro~. · -: · < .... _· • _ 
ROOM NEEDED in an aP.art· 
ment for next year. C~ Doug ' 
272-9558 x512 
#anted:-. Three or four Bedromn 
Apartment or Town House with 
kitchen, --lounge '[living room), 
' and hethroome. Preferably 
furnished. however not impera-
tive. Please contact Scott er Gus 
[Centrex 701) or 273-9780. 
HEI.J>WANl'ED 
WSI. For summer ramp; 
good pay, salary negotiable, four 
weeks, please write 4312 Uni-. 
versify Hall, Number 4, Cornell 
u. 
REACH.:'OUT is available in 
the I.C. Bookstore ... the popular 
new game of interpersonal el>m· 
mtmications. , Only $5,00. 
(evenings and weekend_s]. Thank yo~- for. the. m1el!'ight' LOST: Silvez: ~,_witli !,pieces 
walk and talk, rm teyiDg to get·, -otturqoiseinit; LargeReward'il 
TV FOR SALE - New 19" Black 
and white TV for sale - perfect 
working order and _. excellent 
condition; Pric!l: SIOO. negoti-
able. Please~ 274-3306 (days) 
or 273-7795 (evenings and week-
ends1. 
Summer sublet. 1 bedroom, 
Coddington Rd. near I.C. 
277-3091. 
my act"together.-- · ·-. teturned tome-'-: I.must ~ve it 
. With love, the nun_ back .: semunental reasons.· Call 
FORSALEt 
Blue rug, approx. 8' by 11' 
$10.00 Call Debbie x700 
273-5862. ,- '· 
... Laurie 273-9866 or x754 •. · · . 
· ll you are looking to find out ' 
how w~U you relate to ·ethers in ' 
intimate in~rsonal relation-
ships, come· to , the project, OD 
leterperso~ · Communications, · 
one night during /the ·w4:ek of 
April 12; only 32 people accept-
ed. Call 277-0322 or 273-7961. 
..... 
WANTED: One king .for royal 
FOR SALE: Pioneer manual Good job Scrappers. 18-1 is only court of Forest Queen. Fossils 
turntable PL-12 wood base, the be~g. Thanks to Bench. - preferred. Applications being 
cover, shure M91 cart •. 5 months~ Do it ag8Ql Sunday. accfipted immediat(!ly. Weeping 
old, fact. warr. Perfect 90.00 call Messersmith · will~ws need not apply. 
Bob 273-5751 Dear Pussycat • Her royal servant, 
· Sorry fve been such a The Duchess 
FOR SALE · ~ cu. ft. refrigera-
tor with freezer section .I new (3 
months I - we are moving so we 
must sell it· - :$125 [$180 new) -
Call Andy or Glenn at 273-4226 
or 273-9799 or at J.C. x794. 
Furn. 3-room apt and utilities in 
exchange for child earl? and 
housekeeping. No pets . ' DO 
wretch this week.· But there's· P.S,·Position of BARON already 
·still HOPE for the weekend ... } taken. -
promis.e l.ll make it up to ya$$$_$$ 
Love, B.D. 
Kids!! 
Don't buy Weiswitz _Bits! 
They cause warts -. and taste 
weird, too. Be smarf, get ,l'tfi.e 
sweet with class!" 
. children - start May. 15. Call 
Modern furnished apartments z73:4g57 _ after 7 pm'. -- Hey Bitch -
I ' 
for 1,2,3 or 4 people. Now - · Thanks for two 
renting summer and fall. Call CAR FOR SALE - 1970 VW bug months [so far). 
272-338!! ,after 3 pm. for sale with "radial tires and new ' 'love, the faggot 
snow tires this winter. Good 
condition both bodywork and ' 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY a-------~----11. mechanically. Price $1,300 nego· 
hDPl)Y . 
S·t ff [ I tiable. Please call 274-3306 u [nve opes . ~:::!:;:.3-7795 (evenings and 
To the ow~er of the 26-53 club: · 
What's a niJ:e boy like you doing 
with a girl's bra in the back seat 
of your car? 
'·""~.: . : 
'-
$25.00 PER. HUNDRED 
Immediate Earnings 
Send·St.00 To: 
Envelopes Dept. 612 A 
102 Charles Street 
Boston,Mass. 02114 
Lo".e, S aJidN 
Plant11 for sale: Come see 
· Hanging for $5,00, other $3.00 - Duchess· 
Call Debbie ~7_00 273~~~. . . Since . wb~Jl-_, ~d _y_ou plaJh~ 
FOR SALE: Sealed Tight Jars. football 'for u::.? Ob, keep· tlillf' 
InscriptioJ!.-: "Pot", "Grass"; kite out of o:ee.s - you'd nev~r be· 
"Dennies", "Ups'\ and "Downs". able ~- fly 1t m the Enchan~~ ·, 
.Great for anything. Call Debbie Forest. · _ · · 
x700 273-5862 The Baron ,, '.lli"'6i~~~~i,.;.•i!iiiiicl,ii,Qitlf~ba-l~~~~[v,i'II~~~--
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·. > cocktails 7:30plll~ 9pm ' open bar and hors-aroe;res_ 
. . ..::. 
. ·- . 
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Thursday, 4/8 
Lunch 
Grilled hamburger on toast-
ed bun 
Italian meat pie 
Cottage cheese and gelatiµ 
fruit plate 
Grilled reuben 
Tuna salad set-ups 
Dinner 
Breaded veal parmesan 
Beef burgundy over noodJes 
Ham and swiss cheese 
crepes 
Friday, 4/9 
Lunch. 
Hamburger her .. , 
Tuna noodle casserole 
Potato, pancake~ · 
Artichoke cold plates 
l~gg' burgers 
Dinner ·. __ 
Grilled chopped steak 
Baked turbot with curried 
bread crumbs 
Saga super supper sandwich , 
_ Saga Super Salad Bar 
Saturday, 4/10. 
Lunch 
ole 
Surf cake on toast bun 
Hungry Jack biscuit casser-
Scrambled eggs 
Cold rqast beef sandwiches 
Cold plate 
Dinner 
€harcoal broiled steak 
Shish kabob 
Pizza with assorted toppings 
Sunday, 4/11 
Brunch 
tray 
Scrambled and fried eggs 
Pancakes 
Bagels and cream cheese 
Fruit Bowl 
Cold meat and cheese trays 
Lettuce, tomato and onion' 
Sweet rolls 
Dinne~ ,-
Bake~ and bar-b-q chickerr-. 
Medium shells and meat · 
sauce-
Eggs be~edict-
Mo11;day, 4/12 
.Lunch 
, Corned beef salad sandwich 
Sloppy Joes · 
Chefs salad plate with roll 
ups . 
Cold cut hoagies 
Macaroni and· cheese 
Dinner 
/ 
Roast turkey with dressing 
Lasagna 
Cheese omelets 
Tuesday, 4/13 
Lunch 
Hot dogs 
Beef over noodles 
Cold plate I 
Egg salad and ham salad set 
_ups . 
Make Your Own Sandwich 
Bar - Italian Sausage aiid Hot 
Italian Meatballs · 
Dinner 
Baked meatloaf with gravy 
Batter fried fish 
Grilled pork chops 
Ice Gream Excursion 
Wednesday, 4/14 
Lunch 
Lunch 
Grilled cheese and grilled 
ham and cheese 
Chili 
Pastrami on rye with dill 
pickle 
Banana citrus ·plate with 
cotta'ge cheese 
Pineapple fritters 
•N,ewWrestUDg,·, _ . 
, Cap:taJn.Announced• 
\ Jeff Capogrossi, froin ~~:-·· -Jog_ freshman _campaigns this school at Qryden. He wrestled 
ville, has been elected captain of ye~r. ' . ui . . four years at Dryden High 
the Ithaca College wrestling J~haca sho. d be s_trong. m. -competing at 98 pounds a:i a 
team for the 197677 season, it · the upper weights_ wit b · Rick_ freshman --and sophniQre. and at 
was announced by coach Mike Johnson at 167• Do~g Berkun st 122 for his junior. and senior 
Greene today. ., 177 and Tony Gnffo at -190. - , 
Capogrossi recently comp- Ber~un an~ Griffo _also enjoye_d f~~Coaclied by °i.e. grad G~ 
leted a successful junior season, an impressive._fll"St season th_IS Foote at Dryden, Cap~grossi 
his third year of yarsity wrestl- year. . . won IAC titles as a sopJ:nnore and 
ing at Ithaca, with a second.place Biggest queSfaon mark~ for senior and finished sdeond as a 
- fin1sh in the 126 pound 'weight · the. Bo~bers are the nuddle jurifor. Jeff was 1811 as a senior 
class at the Independent College weights . 142• ISO, 158• and at Dryden won the 112 IAC title 
heavyweight. :. · ' · d · s · IV Athletic Conference wrestling C . tart d h' ana finished secon m ection 
apogrosl!,1 s e _1s wres- ·t· 
champi_onshlps. tling career ,in junior _·high competi 10n. 
/ 
[continued from page 1) 
The former Dryden High 
wrestler has been a standout for .! / 
the Bombers in the.-low weight 
classes as he has done well at 118 
during his first t~o seasons and is [f0bJ~ms. . Terrace JOB -will be ~-ed 
· PeriaJas . felt th~t it had next year, with the remaining 
fm~y reached the time l'{here , inhabitants of the second floor 
at 126 this past year. 
Capogrossi has high hopes of 
closing out his career next season 
by winning an ICAC title .at 126. 
He has come close to winning for · 
the past three years as he 
finished third at118 as a fresh-
man and - second at. 118 as a 
sophmdi;e before his second at 
126 this'year. 
The captain elect· is optimis-
tic that the Bombers can vastly 
improve their most recent 291 
'season record ·next year. 
"We· had a very young team 
that gained a Jot of valuable 
experience that will make us 
much tougher next season;'' 
Capogrossi said. "We will be 
seeking to make a strong bid for 
the ICAC team title." ' 
The Bombers will be solid in 
the lower weights with Ken· 
~hlfmg returning at 118, CapQ-
grossi back at 126, and Gerry 
Riso· returning .a( 134; Rohlfing. 
and Riso ~th enjoyed outstand-
~ I' 
actm~ had .t_o_ be taken. He felt · given squatter's rights. The. 
that by the very nature of floors above and below will 
fraternal .. ~r~er!, ~ tendenc,r consist ~f girls. Members of the 
towards _elitism. ar15es and thIS fallen fraternity ·are.- searching 
result~ m thell' . at~itude as for rooms on campus as well as 
sta~dmg for somethmg. In off. · The new fraternity" presi-
say~ng that he had . nothll!g dent, Dudley Mulrenin, said that 
agat?st the Gree~s !!h1 ~ -K in within a year and a half it might 
partic~far), he said tha~ if. 1ou be possible to get a house 
ar:e gomg to stand for som~thmg, downtown. · 
it had better be for something 
better." 
, Mel Brooks"· comedy, "The Produ: 
cers," ·starring Zero Mostel and Gene 
Wilder, will be shown three times on 
Saturday, April 17 at 7, 9 and 11 p:m. in 
the M~ Theatre of the -Dillingham 
Center for the Performing Arts at Ithaca 
:College. , 
, , This showing of "The Produce~s" is 
the annual fund-raising event of. Theta 
Alpha Phi, the Ithaca College chapter of 
the national dramatic honor society. 
Admission is $1. . 
It'~ still there. __ 8,044 benefits to both, v?lun~eer and 
volunteers in 68 countries. It's , host country_ are priceless. 
still a remarkable ·idea. But, it's On Ap~il 12th and 13th, ~ 
not like it used to be!- It's better. re_present_ative from the Peace 
. ious he.alth professionals, home and medical costs are covered as 
economists and business profes- well as a monthly allowance for 
sionals. · In all, over three, food, lodging, and incidental 
-hundred- different skill areas · expenses. A re-adjustment 
need volunteers. , allowance-- of $75 a month (for Since 1961, over 50,000 ·. Corps will be on the Ith~ca 
Peace Corp~ Volunteers have Coll~ge · campus to .speak with 
served in· 73 different countries Seniors ab_out_ volu~teer pro-
throughout the developing grams be~_nmg this s~m,er . 
'Some -~xamples of requests every .month you serve), is set-
i:nade for summer programs aside in the -United States;-
include: - Ecuador needs a payable at completion of ser,'ice. 
Onrjet fares to 
laro1eare 
·- lessthan 
world. Now,- in the seventies, and fall. Dianne Sc~rborough, a 
. the Peace Corps has changed former volunteer Science Teach-
But, so has the world __ and ~o er in Liber~a, can b~ found Ap~il 
has this country __ and, after all, 12th at an 1?formational ~ooth m 
so has the most' important part of E_gbert ~mon .. On ~pnl 13tr, 
the PEac,e Corps __ the volun- personal !ntery1~ws. will be con-
teer. · ducted with Semors. Interested 
volunteer to work on a consulting Peace· Corps· volunteeres 
team for . small businesses. wotlt closely witl;i host country 
Sierre leone, West Africa has counterparts who hav~ supple-_· 
anyother 
scliedaled · 
airline's. 
$380throa!h JuQel5,an1 
1011.eanbook 
-aQtime. 
If you are 12 to 23, our 
youth fare is made for 
you. $360 round-trip 
New York-Luxembourg, 
_ through June 15; $410 
June 16 through 
September 15. From 
Chicago, $401 through 
June 15; $451 from 
June 16 through 
September 15. Direct 
flights from New York 
~nd Chicago to ' 
Luxem,bourg in the 
heart of Europe. Fares 
subject to government. 
approvpL See your 
fravel agent, write 
or call: 
Icelandic Airlines, 
63'0 Fifth Ave,, N.'(,, 
N.Y. 10.020. 
800-555-1212 
' k;fiµ,?3' 
,cEIANOIC. 
CN, 
:· .. _, 
· Confronting the challenge of Seniors may obtain _applications 
vast potential for progress over- ~nd ~rrange for a personal 
seas and some cynics at home mterv1ew by contactmg the 
volunteers over the years hav; Career Planning Office .. 
learned that the process of At ~he presen~ time, re-
change is neither instant nor quests_ have been mad~ f~r m~th 
simple. In learning this, and and science ~eachers, cl'vd engm-
countless other lessons, the eers, exper1e~ced farmers, V_!lr-
·· requested a nurse to help -train mentary- skills and abilities. · 
nursing students. Teachers are Almost always, .these people -
needed in Ghana to improve. student workers, public officials -
Mat~ and Scwnce Educati~. • a;e as- eager to learn as volun-
H9nduras has asked for · an teers are to help. 
experienced farmer to workiwith- · Please~consider the oppor-
a group of 24 small farmers to tunities. Contact the represen-
help them _9perat_e .their farms tative whil~ she is on the Itahca 
more effi_ciently .. In ·a11, approx- College campus on April 12th and 
imately 1500 volunteers are 13th. , ' .. 
needed fop pri>grams beginning Jf you· are unable to speak 
in the summer of 1976. . with her, write or call collect: 
'Peace Corps'Volunteers are · 
assigned fodwo years.· Training · 
is usually in the host country for 
three months and includes inten-
sive instruction in the culture-.as 
well as_ necessary language and 
job training. 'All transportation 
/ .,: \.' 
JDianne Scarborough 
ACTION · Rqi,317 · "Federal 
Building . . . ,, 
~ Rochester, NY 14~14 
716-263-5896 . 
··~ • 1~ ""' -. "· - - I 
Comm-uniCatio~ FTatetn_ity 
... ··~ 
By SUSIID Kaye 
Exti,niri,es POiicy 
be'rs _ of_ this national honorary to serve as a link between 
society made up of students and students and their communica-
The Ithaca'. COilege Chaptep professional membership. The' tion facilities. Many times 
of Alpha Epsil_on Rho, an honor- IC chapter of thirty-five mem- a student must be .a member to 
-ary _ broadcast society, has hers is controlle<t by ;a charter get· on a crew or even near a 
· achieved a measure of fame on constitu~ion which grants them studio. . · . 
the national level. Andy Orgel, a the rigb,t to induct mem_bers on According to President Mike 
1974 Communications graduate the sole _basis of their contribu- Greenzeig, IC students, are rath-
of IC was elected National tions to. the media on a local er spoiled in that they have free 
President of AERho for an and pr9fessional level rather access to all of the most modem 
unprecedented _. third term· of thari academics. AERho is equipment from the time they 
office. ' dedicated · to service to the are freshmen. They are also 
IC junior· Michael Greenzeig community and college and each allowed internships in - profes-
recently walked off , with first year organizes and runs such sional capacities and a-chance to 
place in a national awards significant activities as the serve on personnel and "CUrricu-
presentation for - production in School of Communications ban- !um committess, all virtually 
·radio, television, or film spon:. quet for parents; the Parade of unheard of in most schools of 
sored by.AERho. Mike, a TV-R American Music, a local amateur- communications .. They are then 
maj~r and P.res{dent of the IC hour for Ithaca,schools; and the free to give all their time to 
Chapte~ of ~Rho,_ received the Boy Scout Explorer Post, which serving the community and col-
award m the category of fifteen allows students to get involved in lege. 
minutes or less of audio enter- their career interest while still in One of the problems in 
tainment for his program enti: high school. AERho this past year has been 
tied "!CB Spotlight". The At the recent National As- the, induct1on process. of new 
weekly show which'ran on WICB sociation of Broadcasters con- members. With many members, _ 
last year on . Saturday night vention in Chicago, AERho was graduating and not enough in-
featured the top four records of represented by a panel of sp·eak- terest or awareness on-the part, 
each week. Besides _hosting the ers and a resume' book was of incoming students, it was 
Northeast Regional Conference displayed for the ~any promi- decided to just nominate people 
of AERho this weekend, IC was nent _ media personality who and ask them to join if they 
prou4 to announce that sopho- attended. received a 75 percent vote of 
more TV-R major, Nanci Bor- Each of' the fifty AERho acceptance. ·, 
uchoff, was elected Northeast chapters in the country are run There is an inherent pro-, 
Regional Dirl?ctor. differently with the IC chapter blem in having students vote on 
Walter Cronkite is only one being a rather unique case. Its their peers':. Organization mem-
of the many distinguished mem- main function in most schools is hers are often unaware of all Q_f 
Dancers Cont. 
the nominees' qualifications and 
personal feelings can oversha-
dow the entire election. 
al d t th b. . Sex,. S»erm, classes. Their enthusiasm · lead one an oge er com mmg r 
Cont.from,page 1~ 
Saga Ambegaokar to rearrange seriousness with fast comic epis- And Other T_hings 
the daric~ to. expand the dancing odes. Also being shown is ~aga - . 
role of the football players. In the Ambegaokar's "Aurora Borealis" In an effort to counteract 
present versio11 to be presented, v.r_hich was composed especially industry ads linking cigarettes 
the High School-athletes, compl~ for- herself and Sam Costa and and sex appeal.Britain's Health 
ete with helmets arid pads~ go' displ3¥s 't1· t<i'lJ'chiiig interplay Education Council 'lifui :all&ated 1 
through. the ~otions of 'a fast , betwe~n the two dancers. . 400,000 dollars for an ad camp-
-game and · mimic the instant_ The ,_s.~cond p~t _'of the aign~bowing that smoking ruins 
_ replay·in slow motion with grac~ _ pro~m will open ~ the _accom- sex. . 
and pr~s.i,on. I)aQl!er.s.a;n9, Jllay,, P.t!.ll~.e~t -.~f . .ic .~!>tt 1o~lin _ mg, . ___ ,. , A_ ,typ1~l ~? sfi<?ws .11- v.:oman . 
ers interact,, an'd ·refl~t· each with.f'!Ragt,one '·a variation on a reJectmg a mans advances m the / 
others move~ents-. some of the cake walk, .newly choreographed back row of a theatre,then telling 
· I.H.S.-players already took_,i>art be Saga ,t\mbegaokar .. _, _- , .a. friend _that "The guy ~as 
in a demonstration last· Novem· The Ithaca Dancemakers mce,but his breath smelled hke 
her at the High School. last con'cert at , the Johnson Y?U. coul? ~?t Jung cancer just 
In a different mood Janice Museum was sold out at .every kissmghlDl. 
Kovar will dance her sol; "Venus performance- and many disappo- -Y.o_u've · heard of money 
is Capricorn" to· the accompani- inted pe~plE: had to be ·turned ~eing paid out for blood donat-
ment of-oriental music. This away. This time, however, there t1ons,but have you ever heard of 
dance reflects the tranquill mov- shouid be_ plenty of room for the _nations largest spe:m bank 
ement quality used in the art of those cunous to see modern paymg 20 dollars for Just one 
.Tai Chi Chuan. Kovar's perfor~ dance for !he first time as well as , deposit of male sperm? 
mance has, been described as · for-old fans of the Dancemakers. 
"gentle", "elegant", "intense" - : AdII?s~ion _is ~by :doQatio~·· 
and "controlled". · ($1.00 ffi\lllmum)." Proceeds will. 
'fhe concert will also_include - go to GIAC af!d to further 
Barbara Dickinson's "In Five n:iod~rn d~nce w.mmunity activi-
Parts", 1inspired by Handels ties. The Bene~t Concert had 
sonatas for the.·recorder, a dance ~een made possible by a gran_t 
which explores movement and from the New'York State Council 
relatiortships between dancers - on the Arts. 
"8-ring a -Touch ~f the ·Tropics 
to Your Home .... " 
FLOWERiNG ·and FOLl~GE PLANTS_ 
TERRARIUMS and SANO GARDENS 
"SUNFLOWER" POTIERY · .,_ 
- HANGl~G- BASKETS 
\ i \ - -- \ 
· - Gift certificates availabl!I 
:-- ~• . : :.-. ·:riiE PU::~~:: 
--:- -· ·-,::-:·: :< _ (·····J~"rmiCA:ro~oNs 21~1231 -_ 
-· -. -- ; , - ~ , _ ,~Op~o Thursdays __ & Fr.Jdays unt\t 9:001>,m. 
• • I,. • ' ,- ' • •• • • 
' '. ,, 
'' 
' -: 
,: ~ .. .' -~,•~ ~',,i -; ~ .... ~.'~~~L.:~· ,' 
• r'i_ 
. ,· : ,>. 
. British prostitutes.tired of 
spending most of their income on 
payoffs for everyone from doc-
tors to bellboys,have actually 
formed a union! It ..is called 
Prostitues United for Social. and 
Sexual Integration ... PUSSI for 
short; 
'·.:.-,_,, •... ~ 
cOJ?••• 
............. 
~roceri11 • Kegs 
-Paf1y-:Supp1fes • I~ · 
·u•~c~••• 
122.N. Aurora 5'. 
~··, till 10 p.m. 
; . ..., APMTIIENTs . 
.,........... -
•-• Ullicfaol. 
•_,IIWtN•N 
•'IPILY~AU -
m•1s.>.-
. 121 ~t~ •. . -.. 
Now'Renti., . 
ior- all-fotare''dates' 
;" I I • • .- • --·:;. .:. , • .'-.-;, ~,e..·:.l:(,~, 
,, 
/ 
·--
! 
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• Music Notes 
., Saturday, Apr. 10, lp.m. Nabenhauer Room, 
Walter Ford Hall. Student recital: Dav(d Margules, 
voice. Free. 
Saturday, Apr. 10, 3p.m. Nabenhauer Room, 
Walter Ford-Hall. Senior recital: Marianne Lepre, 
piano and flute. Works ny Stamitz, Taffanel, Bach, 
Schubert, Beethoven. Fr_ee · 
Saturday, Apr.· 10, 4p.m. Walter Ford Hall. Junior 
recital: Sharon S~inberg, soprano, assister by 
Mary Ellen Greco, 'piano, and Susan Daniels, flute. 
Arias and ~ongs by Bach, Faure, Debussy, Bizet, 
Schumann, Dvorak, Donizetti, Delio Joio. Free 
~ 
Saturday, Apr. 10, 7p.m. Nabenhauer Room, 
Walter Ford Hall. Joint student recital: Richard 
Sai\islo, trumpet, and David cummings, trombone. 
Free 
Saturday, Apr. 10, 8:16 p.m. Walter Ford Hall. 
Joint· graduate_.recital: Ann Barber, piano, and 
Susan Perry, oboe. Music by diLasso, Schumann.-
Debussy, Prokofieff, Reicha. Free ' 
Sunday, Apr. 11, 3p.m. Walter Ford Hall. Junior 
recital: Linda Misl<osky, mezzosoprano; accompan-
ied by- Judy Eastland. Aris and songs by Handel, 
Faure, Dupont, Hahn, Debussy, Mendelssohn, 
Rodrigo, Warlock. Free. 
Sunday Apr. 11, 4 p.m. Nabenhauer Room, Walter 
FordHall. Student recital: Carolyn Colby, flute. 
Music, byHandel,Dello Joio, Beetoven, Bach, 
Messiaen. Free. 
Sunday, Apr.11, 7p.m. Nabenhauer Room, Walter 
Ford. Hall. Student recital: Jacqueline Buckley, 
piano, assisted by Richard Shaughnessy, clarinet, 
and Joan Zucker; cello. Brahms Trio Op. 114 and 
.. ·Prokofieff Sonata No.6. Free. 
Sunday, Apr 11, &:15 p.m. Walter Ford !fall. 
Richard Saxohone Quartet: Frank Luckwdler, 
Vincent Wright, George Lowrey, Charles Patter-
son. Works by Rivier, Lasour, Francaix, John 
Hilliard 1;>remiere. Free. 
Monday, Apr. 12 8:15 p.m.- Walter Ford Hall. 
Ithaca String Trio: Warwick Lister, violin, Jennie 
Hansen, viola, Einar Holm, cello. Program: 
. $chµberl, Trio);•j'Q, 2 in B flat, Beethoven Trio in G 
major. Free. 
Lea-~·ing College? 
Live and work 
in places 
totirists 01,11 y 
" Q VISl:to 
If you qualify, you can choose to learn a job in 
supply, missles, aviation, ::-esearch &, development, 
languages, communication, administration, main· 
li•nanct•, medical, or many other fields. And we'll 
gui1ranh•t> it in' writing before you enlist. 
Once you get to Europe, you'll earn a minimum 
of ~:l6l a month, before deductions. 
-Thl'n, besides your normal time off, you'll get·· 
ao days paid vacation a year. And that's plenty of 
tinw to travt•I anywhere! 
See Luton R. R<:?ed, PhD 
(f;ducation Officer, US Army) 
Friday, April 9th: 9 a.m. - 7:30 p.m. 
- ' 
Meadow Court Motel: 529 S. Meadow St. 
(Route 13) Ithaca, NY 
Can't he there'! Phone 27?-1100/1101 .. 
_, I - ' 
, I 
-]~in ·-.the people-_ who've 
\' jo.ined th·e Ar~y_.; 
I 
. \' 
.,_ ' 
• -• I 
' . 
The'Jthiu:uf;· .Aprif 8; •{976;'P~ ts·:' 
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IC Hurler _.;....-
Steffen Leads· Yonng'Stafl 
~ -_··,Wo;m~:n!s~a.cr~ss~··. _ .. 
~ .Fac~s· Tough 'Schedule 
Steffen, ;:~d- he gives a l~t of ;yM~~ut. sick < and won six:-
. movement." Small has been ·out - . ·_·veteran coach~ ·.Sara -Rich, 
· . with a sore shoulder:however, The final.selection 6f woman will.be leadin'g-the_lady_·Ithacims 
and pr9spects: 100~ dim for a athletes-for the varsity lacrosse . =agafu"this· se~~. '-The l1tc.ro~se . 
quick recovery. -team· have been -selected.' teani' at Itbaca,tias always done_ 
·. "He threw-last night," said Although the team lost' five· of well and was - undefeated. lasl 
Wood: "but he doesn't look good. their·,starting ·players througli' season in New York state with· 
He .~asn't been throwing hard at graduation the team appears to· ·-cwo·)oses · to Penn 7Sta~ and . 
all. . .· . _ be-a strong ctub:w,ith man1 new · Lockhav_en, ·· powerful Pennsyl-
. With ~~all out of action, the . · players·_ capable _of filling the . vania schools~ . . ·· . ' 
· Bombers will call on sophmore - cleats of the.graduating seniors. · -~ If you've never· seen a 
. Rande Pi~e 5~1 last spring and · Returning struidoµts for I.C. w~i:nan's lacrosse: game th~ I is 
freshman Scott A~hbaugh as_ttie are: Joanne. Melone, Marney the seas<>n to ·cozpe and enjoy. 
starters, with Jay Sheehan, _J_eff . Fornwalt Leslie Coulter· and one,· Come and sit in. the sun and 
frew. and Scott Colton in 'the Jennifer Gliingberfor. atta~k and watch a game . of ,fleet·-r~ed, 
bullp~n. . _ . . _ Carol Hubbell and· janet Delong ____ agile.women playing the "fastest 
Coac~ Wood 1s not exact~y fordefense.-·Twc>seniros,Sherry ·gamtt·o~_. tVf()-fe~" •. --Women's 
happy with the progress _of h15· Steup and Joanne Lafond are lacrosse is. quite· different {rom 
pi~chers ~!.'!fh,?y're ju_st no~ thro-· comp,!!tingforthegoalJepositiori. the men's game with ·different 
wmg· strikes ) h~t IS c9nfidenl The team will travel to rules .. - Come and. support our 
, they_ will come. around as ·the · Hockessin, Delaware, for three · team, the first.game is on Wed . 
. season progresses. With onlr ~ days (April 2,3,4) of pre_-season · April. '14 _at 3:00. pm· and an_other 
week and a h_alf _of wo~k tournament play at Sanford Prep at 4:00. pm against Hartwick and By Bob Marx Karl S-teffen outdoors, ""the staff has had school. The tournament draws Oneonta. . 
Sophmore Karl Steffen drew in experience, with four soph- tro~ble finding their timing.- -- teams from the powerful Phila- . Also·association lacrosse will 
the starting role last Sunday as mores and a freshman on the "Our control will come" delphia and Baltimore are.a and a be- starting in the near .future. -
the I.C. Bombers traveled to sevenman unil. _ assured Steffen-,!'and we should · few from Boston. -Last year the This is ·a chance ·ror iµterested 
Penn. State for a big twin bill. "We're )Qnd ot injury ridden win it all this year "if we play lµc~ · Ithaca team played nine games peopl~ play on Sundars. 
Unfortunately, they Jost for the right now,"proclaimed Steffen, · we·did in the fall.'' · 
second straight year to the wea- "but we've still got one of .the 
the Bombers returned home to, play all year." Ii, ;.:J 
·cher.Snowedoutoftheiropener, strongest staffs of any team we· _£~,....,7 ~.·;_~}ll -
face a ~easoned Cornell squad at The most improved pitcher 0 
Freeman Field. on the squad, Steffen gives . r£'. · Ji#....... . 
An'NCAA bid appears in the cre~it to. ~o~tch. Wood and _t~ a ~~· · , ~/hi!~).:. 
duplicate a 12-2 fall performance, has pushed him from 155 pounds - ... · '·, _-:; '(;., 
making for LC. if they can weight gammg program ~h1ch· ~· ;, (;(V, 
and_ Steffen figures highly in to a r.espectable 180. . L 
their plans. A tall, rangy south-- _Carp Wood has helped me · · ~-1 .. , , , _ 
paw, Steffen impressed .coaches out a lot with my curve balI,"said · t' ~ · • · ( · · · · .. · · ' 
with a 3-1 record l~t fall with 30 Karl. "My curve bal~ is. quickE:_~ . . . ... 1 ', f .. f 1 . _ _, _ . •.• _ : • _ 
strikeout_s in just 33 1/3 innings. and. br_e~~ing ~~~E:~ and ~r . ~-- ?'/ fy i · ' . . . - . ·- • . ~ 
"He's gotten_ fas_ter," noted_ _ fast _l,!alf 1s also ~ovmg better. · . · ,;,,... . · I _ · ·-· "'-·: - ~ .· .- / ·-·~ -- · · · · · • , • 
Carp Wood, now m his 11th yean~"." Another:·1ltarter 'th. J:lpm-:·:·~:-:::· · .;".~;'-: .-."·-:--y-;:".''.".;;;~'·t·,:;::.· ·--"".~ ;-
as head coach, "and his ~,;,ntrol is bers are counting heavily on is - · . ) ·: · · ·-· . . · · 
better. He just throws strikes senior Skip Smal~, wh~ poste~ a ~\·d ·. . .~. ·. · · : 
now." · 5-0 mark·las~.sp:1-~g w~th a n,ifty . -~. .. .- . .. · .<_-- . .,,._, _,,. -: ,. .. _ _. . ..- . _. __ 
Steffen leads a young staff 2:'34 ERA. Skips tfhfe" fastest -,.. . , ,~ _ 1 ~·-•, ~i ]_ .. . ., _ ... . _ ~ ..... ;, ; , · _ _ ,. 
which is long in de~th but s:,:rt pitcher on the sta • noted IIIAU·· -·SflVICr s-...... ~s,.,,fr 
Rlt\: 103 ~ .k)e~"t'CCAl~,~-~~_;, 
------~;L-:· ::_ -_ --~ .. -~ 
°'o~;,us .D.E.i.lVERS 
i-lJ-~. ••11-lll. 8'1111--i·. ·"· 
__ _ ~f.~ •. -.MJl)~f/TE-·;.·, IM!'!1-- fVSSJ:··213-9~'1'1 · 
ITHACA'S - 'ROA.ST BEEF•.TUNA-
1.ARGEST- COLD· CUTS-:• HAM/CHfE5E 
- . 
~ I. 99 
INCLJA1:l£S 
~L..ANPTAA 
ALl;;-SU8S INC.LUO£; 7' ~- _.:: -~ '"-
LET'TUC~ 'TOMATO . "'" 27~' -
(MUST. t- MA~O A'IAtlABU:~_:;.-~f--~-) 
? .. 
~ SANDWICHE_S· sues.·· ICE CREAM· CANDY 
C.H.rPS. C.H E.E.~E. ·soP~' .BEER OjEE~ 
C.HEE5E'-AK~- FRES.K .ttor·eA6ELS. -(il,'M 
l.1-'itAftETTES · C.OOKiES·' M 11.-K· e.r1-ri€.R·: 
/ J;:~c,,5._FRv,-r ~~wNtEs. NVTS · · 
~~4 
I • ' • •• - • 
/ 
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··Lacrosse Ouilook 
' . I 
Th~!ltP,fCfi?H fl.P.ril, ~d}rl~,, Y.MYrl~k:· 
/ . 
Bombers .Trounce Colkate in Opener·· 
... Government 
Cont. from pag~ :r 
vi~lators to possible . 'removal. 
from the_ballot . .,,,,, . - ~ 
. By Jon Kool-
\The 1976 ·I.C. varsity la-
cross«neam 'unveiled its promis-
ing squad Wednesday in the 
Bomber's home-opener against 
Colgate with a 15-5 · victory. 
After nine -weeks of hard work 
including a week of training and 
scrim'mages in Florida, Coach 
William Ware feels the Bombers 
are ready to open their thirteen 
game 'schedule. The soft-spo~en 
coach now in his eleventh vear as 
. lacrosse coach.at Ithaca COilege,' .,. College's hi.!ttory), the team 
feels that the Bombers. must appears to be a str~ng contender 
unish the seaso~ with an excep- for a playoff spot this year. The 
tional record, "possibly 11-2," to Bombers only shortcoming may 
ensure a playoff birth_ in NCAA be · at the mi~eld positions 
Division 11-lli post-season play. where the team IS relying on a 
Citing Cortland St. and Hobart group·of untested players to live 
as his toughest opponents, Ware up to their potential. How:ever; 
beli~ves this year's schedule will this.question mark is outweighed 
be a tough · one because there is by several strengths including an 
more team balance throughout explosive attack and' a tough 
the league. defensive crew. Coach Ware is 
. Coming off its super record depending heavily on the potent 
of last season (the Bomber's 10-1 output of his experienced start-
mark in 1975 was the best in the ing attack unit: co-captain John 
Mouradian (the· Nation's third 
top goal scorer in college division 
lacrosse), Kevin Harris (the fifth 
top scorer in the college divi-
sion), and Don Egan (the Bomb-
er's fourth leading scorer in,'75). 
Othel'I attack members include: 
Tom Mackleer, "Daryl Whitely 
and Mike Spirito. The midfield 
consists of faceoff expert J a:ck, 
Henry, Steve Sanford, Tim Col-
lins, Pa.vi Schimpff;' and Dick 
Wood.-. A promising gtoup of 
freshmen Phil Mckler, -Alex 
Kinnon, Tony Griffo an'd Scott 
Freeman. Co-captain Alan 
On the ,question of policing 
the elections, .Sam Shmikler 
noted a need for stricter· enforce-
. ment. Shayne responded by 
indicating the student congress 
executive board holds that re-
sponsibility. 
Another issue that arose 
included: donations, and-how the 
ballot would be tabulated. Dona-
tions will be included in the 
spending limit, to avoid 'dona-
tions' of posters, etc. The ballot 
will be an IBM card for easy 
tabulation. Shayne indicated a 
tabulation time of "five minutes 
as opposed tQ four hours if done 
Crew Capture~ Dillingham Cop 
Howell (who missed last year 
with a leg injury), freshman Jon 
Hiseman and Pete Auyer form an 
·impressive I~haca defense. 
Steve ·:van l:?lyke and Steve 
Wysokowski complete the defen-
sive lineup. Goaltending appears 
solid.with Curt Westergard and 
freshman Steve Allison sharing 
the duty in the nets. ' 
'by hand." 
. A motion from the ).\ctivities 
Committee reached the floor of 
Congress calling for a change in 
method by which the Bureau of 
Concerts head- is chosen. The 
motion, proposing that all of SAB 
vote on the chairman, was 
overwhelmingly defeated. The 
present system involves a scree-
ning 'process, including interv-
iews with Coordinator of Pro-
gramming and Student Activi-
ties Director Jackie McGinnis. 
,( 
By George Goodman 
Ithaca College and Mercy-
burst battled for the coveted 
Dillingham Cup on Saturday at 
the . Cayuga Inlet and for the 
third consecutive year, Ithaca 
College came ahead. The regatta 
was originally scheduled to have 
Canisuis and Buffalo, but these 
two schools cancelled because of 
lack of preseason time. 
The first race of the day was 
a 1000 meter race between 
Mercyhurst women's varsity and 
Ithaca first, se·cond and third 
varsity squads. IC Varsity and 
second varsity finished one-two 
respectively while Mercyhurst 
finished third. The second event 
,. was the 1600 meter race where 
IC finished in the top three spots 
with'Mercyhurst finishing last. 
Ithaca's second varsity heavy-
weight nosed out the IC frosh 
team and IC second varsity 
lightweights finished third. 
The . fin~l · race· was the 
Varsity Heavyweights 2000 me-
ters. Again, Ithaca finished in 
the top two places while Mercy 
burst finished last in third place. 
The Ithaca College v~rsity heavy 
weights beat the varsity light-
weights by less than four seconds 
(3/4 of a length victory). 
~-
Varsity coach Bob Tallman 
was not surprised by the close-
ness of the final race. He noted 
....__ 
that the lightweights are in a· 
little better shape at this part ·of 
the season than the heavy-
weights. This year, Coach 
Tallman is assisted by Ward 
Romer. Romer is in charge of 
the _lightweights and the fresh-
men. The Women's club is, 
coached by Jerry Dietz, a former 
Ithaca crew member and assisted 
by JohnRomain. 
~~ 
• . - . .I/ 
The crew team makes its 
final showing in "home water" 
Saturday when they ·host Prexel 
and Villanova. The Bombers are . 
away April 17 for their first road 
match. · The match will be 
against .Marietta and -Purdue in 
. .phio. · 
The 1976 Bomber lacrosse 
team enters · this season with 
high hopes and strong talent yet 
only time will tell whether the 
team will realize its potential. It 
will take a great deal of deter: 
mination and talent for the 
Bombers. to reach the pfayoffs 
and only coach Ware knows if his 
team can muster enough of each 
to achieve this goal. -
After its _home-opener, the 
I.C. Bombers resume play with 
two h_ome games: . I.C. vs. 
Brocj{port, 3:00 April 10th (Sat.) 
and ·.J.C. vs. R.I.T., 3:00 April 
14th (Wed.). 
Present bureau chairman Al 
Metauro commented that the 
. system now is "much better. 
With elections, it's just a popula-
rity contest." Rick Otis chastised 
the motion, calling it an assault 
on~Jackie McGinnis's profession-
al integrity by ins'inuating she 
places friends in the position. 
The intent of the motion was to 
make SAB "More responsible· for 
the Bureau of Concerts actions 
following the troubles this year." 
STUDENT 
BODY 
, . 
. ,. 
. ,. -... . . 
ELECTIONS 
.. 
-~ ·Nominations are open now and will.close on Friday April 16 at &:O()pm. ( 
Campaign period will be trOIII Sunday.April 18 at &pn,-to Monday April 26 
at 10pm. Elections wi-1 beon .April 27th from 10am to 7pm in all dining h_alls 
and the Egbert Union. -Submit.nominations to . 
Positions will be for , 
" '- •,, 
Executive Boa-rd mem.bers 
. ~ . r 
Howard Schloss· 1 
c/o Stud.entGovernment Office 
3rd Floor Eg.bert Union· 
~4-3377 (~3377) 
I -:_ 
- ' 
' 
(including,S~udent Body Presid~nt and 4 Vice-Pres 1iden~sJ' 
J 
' . -· I 
-~.A.B. Chairman, Treasure,, and Executive Secretary_ 
Strident nomi'nee to the Bo(!,rtlof Tr~s~e~s 
'\ 
uestions ··oall .. StudentGov.emment.Office X337l 274-3377. =···\ 
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SESSIONS-: -·:. , 
.- ::·,.,, ' 
_-·May __ 3l~t __ : -.-.-- - · 
- Jun~~:i 4th 
- ' -·'·.. ...... ~ . 
_ Ju-~e·-281h:.· 
- . 
_·::-_July -,2·1h 
. _. __ July._26~~--
.~ 
, . 
Social ·Scie~ce~-. · 
·-Fjrie-.. A_rJs-
-Rad-i o-TV. 
Drama 
Natural Science·. 
1\lu-sic 
..__,.. • I 
A,thletics 
_Film_ 
· _-I1Yf111a1~i't-ies 
-
- , . 
. -E~hi;bits · -_ 
.. -·· 
... 
. '•' 
-',. -
.. 
-· _.., - -. 
Theaire 
·. · --Health -
-: R.~creation -· 
.. 
_;-
· ---. Con1n1unicati.ons ::Arts .... 
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• I 
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